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ladies will bet so happy to sec j o u ! Here he linen ; they were preparing a bridal trov-sis, ladles,” she added, bringing in a man seau.
with brown mustaches; “here he is—your
Alas! on the second evening appointed
partner a month ago.”
. for their card-playing, M. Lambert did not
The three ladies blushed at the too eager make his appearance. No one had the heart j
demonstrations of the young girl, who re- to touch the cards. The ja r of preserves re
ceived ati order, with three severe glances, rnained undisturbed upon the table,
to return to her work. Jeannette departed, ’ The next day after the sad disappoint- j
but not without looking back several times, ment, Scholastique was seated alone near;
“ Ah ! here you are,” cried Monsieur Bour- the fire. M. Lambert entered; he had in!
nier, showing almost as much jo y as the his hand two winter pears— the last of his
bonne. Well have you decided.?”
|garden. lie seated himself near Seholasti“ 1 have come to conclude the affair.”
j que. He occupied himself wholly with her.
“ A h ! I am delighted; you will pass the 1He had forgotten Perpetue entirely; and
[day with us. Jeannette,” he called, raising when the latter, having heard of his arrival,
j his voice, “put on another plato ; we have 1entered the room with her sister Dorothea,
Jcompany to day.”
j he was leaning toward Scholastique, and had

THE

INTO. 3U.

L O V E R UP A T R E E ,

F L O W E R S A N D FRUITS.
hill-slojie be3'ond Peekskill, we hare found it
difficult to sleep after about four o’clock on
It
is
not
the
tree
that
bears
the
most
leaves
IS PRINTED EVERY FRIDAY MORNING BY
Well, here’s a situation,
summer mornings. Fora countless multi
from which the farmer is sure to gather ihe
For a young mau up a tree;
tude of birds, in all the trees and shrubbery
S . I I . ISTOYES,
most
fruit
and
the
best.
I
have
often
seen
With a hull-dog standing under,
aim their notes at us with such sweet arche
PUBLISHER AND P R O P R IE T O R .
apple trees all covered with leaves, that did
Looking lovingly at me ;
ry that we are pearced through and through
B R I D G T O N , ME.
*
not produce a single apple. And here is an
with the silver arrows of music. It is in
Treed ! by all the darts of Cupid !
orange tree, riglu under my window—it has
vain that you wrap the pillows about 3-our
Like a 'possum, or 'coon'!
CIIARLE3 L.VM30S, EDITOR.
leaves enough for half a dozen trees, and ve
ears! It is in vain for you to reflect that
What an aspect for a lover,
ry handsome ones they are, too. But as for
you
need sleep, and will not get up. Every
By
the
dim
light
of
the
moon
!
Terrs . ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN AD
oranges, it has none to show. It has exhaus'
one knows that an effort of wall sufficient to
VANCE ; one dollar fifty-cents at the end of
ed
itself
in
foliage,
I
suspect,
just
as
some
Came to serenade my Julia :
resign the annoying or attractive sound, is
the year.
garden vegetables do—“ run into vines,” as
Lightly clim’d the garden-wall :
itself the end of sleep. While we are rest
T eums of A d v e r t isin g . One square 16
farmers
call
it.
Turned my guitar 'neath her window,
Unes, one insertion 75 cents, 3 insertions
ing, we are wakening. Thus, this very
Now, leaves are very good things in theij
Yonder where the shadows fall :
$1:00 ; 3 months $2:00 ; 6 months $3:50; one
morning all the trees about our little old
way. But fruit is better, and I must say
year $G:00 ; 1-4 cclumn $18:00 1-2 column
house were belfries, and rang out more
Got as far as “Sleep, my darling,”
that I have no fancy for people that incline
$30:00 ; one column $00:00
chimes than were ever heard at Cologne or
W hen a deep base “ bow ! wow ! wow !”
to “run to vines,” and are indifferent as to
placed the two pears in her apron.
Antwery. And after the first recognition,
¡Tj ” All letters must be addressed to the j Hitherto the two men had spoken in hieroOut of tune aad time, saluted me—
the matter of the fruit. lie is a person who
Publisher. Commuitications intended for iglyphics. At the words, “conclude the affair,’* i ^>erPe*'ue comprehended her misfortune,
we turned resolutely to the wall and deter
I hear its echo now :
will talk (oh, how charmingly 1) of some
publication should be accompanied by the struck with the luminous idea that it could
When tho three sistefis wore left to themmined to sleep on.
good dead that ought to be done, and must
And a snapping, close behind me,
narne of the author.
mean only matrimony, the three demoiselles 1selves’ they mingled their condolences and
Buf> that’s a robin, said our ears, and that’s
be done. He will expend as much wind up
W arned me a foe was near ;
a bobolink, there goes a wren, and sparrow
J O B P R I N T I N G executed with neatness, I bad grown red and pale by turns. Each congratulations. They were at the same
on it as would be necessary to drive a black,
So I beat a quick retreat from there,
one thought herself the su b ject.of the «ap i time rejoiced and afflicted. Without furthlarks, phoebes, cat-birds, and many of their
cheapness and despatch.
smith’s bellows for a full hour. But there
And found a lodgement here !
cousins in the orchard, and woods, all joined
i fair,” and, feeling the necessity of conceal- j cr rs£leclioa>they began to review the ward- j
the matter rests. Here ends that man’s vir*
to laugh us out of the idea of sleeping. Now,
her emotion, with a common movement r0bu oi Scholastique; the trousseau must"be ! As I climb'd thif smooth A’.anthus,
From the Home Journal.
tuous zeal. What a pity he has wasted all
for
her.
if any one wisfies to know how to get up ear
I felt a something tear :
they all advanced toward the door. They
his vitality in leaves !
Soon the rumor spread through the coun.
ly, we will tell him. Go out of the city early in
Let’s see ; j'es, here’s a rent behind :
Tlie Dem oiselles.
did not reflect that,' being three, each one
I have made up my mind from pretty
try
that
Mademoiselle
Scholastique
ivas
to
;
the day, seek some tranquil place in the
I
know
how
it
came
there
!
could have but a third of a hope.
close observation, kept-up for many 3'earsi
There is a rustic festival in the forest of
be married.
country where guns are never heard, where
Remarking their movement, M. Bournier
Plague take the canine creature !
that as a general rule (liable to exceptions,
St. Germain. It is the month of September.
Lambert returned three days afterward.
fruit trees and shade tredS abound, and where
said,
“
Apropos,
you
do
not
know,
then
?”
Wagging
his
stiff
bob-tail,
of course) those who talk the most do the
In the midst of the wild woods is an open
They almost forced him to remain to dinner.
the shaking of the leaf or the distant crow of
They suspected, but they did not know.
As though he thought his narrative
least. I don't like- great talkers. They
spot where several roads terminate, which
This was allowable in the present position
chanticleer is the loudest sound ever heard
“
You
hitve
not,
then,
said
anything,
Lam
Would
finally
prevail
!
seem to me like droneS in a ‘ bee-hive. The3- except the birds. And then, after walking
serves as a rendezvous for the neighboring
of affairs. It was one of those families din
do the buzzing, while the rest of the family all day among the fields, and Kills, and for
peasants on festive occasions. Here they bert ?” continued the old man.
But such dogmatic arguments
ners where the heart feels free to expand.
His name was Lambert. The three de
get the honey and store it away.
sing, dance, laugh, and, above all, drink.
Have no effect on me,
ests and supping upon milk that never
Opr heroines gave themselves up to the en
“ Oh, what a good Christian Mr. So-aud- dreamed of a city milkman, go to bed by 9
“There comes the Demoiselles Bournier,” moiselles never forgot it.
joyment of the moment. Scholastique was j And such waggish illustrations
“ Ah, well you must know, then, that M.
So is !” we often hear persons say—persons o’clock. If you do not wake before o tbs
cried several young and pretty peasant girls ;
With my temper don’ t agree.
animated ; Perpetue made a pun— it was
the3’ generally are, wfflo look rather at the
and the Demoiselles Bournier had, in fact’ Lambert and I are already old friends. He i true she did not know' it—but the youngest
next morning, report your case to us, and we
Yonder where the snowy curtain
surface than the center of things—“how
come to the fete. They advanced arm in arm, ! has been in the service; he is a subaltern Dorothea, who through unconscious imita
will make a new prescription.”
In the mellow moonlight shines,
sweetly he talks !” Yes, “ sweetly ; here we
with brown dresses and brown shawls, while
01 > bo has come to settle iu the country,
tion, had assumed prématuré y the coldness
Unconscious of my sad mishap,
have the flowers, too, as well as the leaves.
something brown, faded, discolored,* seemed ; am* bas bought a farm which I recommendE V E R Y D AY ENJOYM ENT.
aad inanity of lier sisters, was the heroine
My Julia dear reclines.
“ He seems to live on the very verge of heav.
diffused over their persons as well as toilets.;
Moreover he has solicited the favor of;
of tho evening. She was lively—spirituelle ;
A great error of man is the common one
en. Oh’ I do so love to hear him talk ! How
A young peasant girl hearing three huge |j°>ning our card-parties now' and then.”
I would not now, for all the world,
she even sang at the dessert—she who had
of intending to enjoy life by-aod-by, after
1
wish
I
could
be
such
a
good
man
as
he
is
!’
umbrellas, followed them. It was the bonne.j The cards are only a pretext, thought the ,
That she should see me here,
hardly dared before to murmur a few notes
But, my dear miss, what has this dear, the work of life is done. He is so busy,
Dangling in this old Alanthus,
They walked with a grave slow step, and three ladies.
at vespers! It appeared that she had a
good,
pious, seini-angeiic man actually' ac now that he has no leisure for enjoy
in
n
v,-iur
nn
nnt*
cirf»
nf
I
Monsieur
Lambert
dined
with
the
demoi-l
,
'"
'a
''1“
“
“
i
With a white flag in 1113' rear!
arranged tuemseivcs in a low on one suie or
I charming voice, and had never
complished ? He has said a great raam' ment !—as if the man of leisure enjoyed life.
the dancing ground. For throe hoars, sol./suHos. Tho Aimer t o delightful. Tho:
the consequence t JLIftmljcrt
0 ! for a bit o f strychnine,
no » we erij° y Hfe at all, it will be
goodXlings. Show me some that ho has |
emu and motionless, th e/ had gazed at thc poor gtrls so rarely had au op p ortu n e to |
\ Qd
Or some poison of some so rt;
done. Take me to some house where he has amidst its bustle and toil : its working days
festivities, when a stranger advanced aud j erehaug. ideas or rather words, ivt.h a
The Lovelace! , he Don Joan !
I'd stop the wagjgin' of that tail,
• , ~
% , * _ Aar***
mg they dia not know by heart. lv.ica one. !, , , ,
,, ,
saved a family from hunger by his charity. must bring it pleasures ; its amusements,
asked for the honor of a dance with klado | # .
he had hardly been a month in the country,
Aud all this canine sport!
Show
me a poor, wayward, erring girl for must come, when needed, in the intervals of
moisells Scholastique. This circumstance pro- SlvmS her ° wn interpretation to every word ! aud yet he had
‘ troubled two hearts, and was
3 ;
l a l k i j l i , v.n-1 I hope if now
whom lie has found an as3-'.u.n, where she business.
dueed a profound sensation among the peas- ,aaA Vook had no doubt of the ehcioe of this now attempting a third.
Nobody has a right to give the whole day
A ghost is on the jog,
young man of forty-five.
is safe from the snares that once beset her
The affair had become serious. The -three
antry.
T
,
. , ,
,
...
He’ll come this way and frighten off
Lambert took leave, hut his image I’emain.
daily path. Point me out some pupil in the to toil ; if he does it, he is false to himself
“Mademoiselle Scholastique is going to
demoiselles retired to their chamber, where
This most- pugnacious dog :
ed surrounded by a halo in the hearts of the
Sabbath-school brought there by his prese- and to his friends, as he thus neglects great
dance,” exclaimed several young girls, with
their beds were arranged side by side. They
yering efforts. Can 3'ou do that, m3' friend ?. wants of his nature, and unfits himself to do
three ladies. •
’
•
If fairies in the moonlight dance,
out interrupting, however, their own nimble
went to bed but it was to reflect aud exchange
The sunshine
“Perhaps; indeed, I am sure I could, if I took his work in the best manner.
Some days after this visit, the little par- thoughts. The subject was equally inter
I trust some light earouser
leaps.
is as bright,the wind is as gay, as if pleasure
time
to
think.”
Well
take
time
to
think.—
The stranger led Mademoiselle Scholasque lor had quite a new physiognomy. The cov- esting to all three. What was to be done
W ill come and “play dog” for a while
Meanwhile I give it as my conviction, that was their sole purpose. The trees and plants
to the most quiet part of the assembly. They 1erings were removed from the furniture, a in this perjdexity.? Renounce with a com
• With this infernal Bowser !
Mr. So and So talks too much, and that far are as beautiful— they blossom as sweetly
danced in a measured style, the cavalier with bright fire burned on the hearth; everything mon accord the deceiver, or pass in review
The merry stars seem laughing
too large a portion of what you extol as the and play as gracefully with the cool breeze—
his head bare, the lady with her eyes. low- was resplendent.' Scholastique wore muslin the wardrobe of Dorothea ? They decided
In their places up afar,
most excellent of all the grafted fruits in if they developed and matured no fruit.
ered, bowing when they passed one before ; sleeves; the hands of Perpetue’s hair were upon the latter.
Work and enjo3'ment are compatible.—
But I am looking downward
the orchard, is mere foliage. He talks too
the other, and addressing to each other only j puffed out wider than usual, while Dorothea
The next morning they were roused from
On a dangerous dog stiir.
much—he talks too much.— [American Ag Portions of every day should be given to re
the modest and sensible remarks customary actually had curls. Why all this unusua1 sleep by the voice of their father—‘ ‘ Child
creation ; the mind being refreshed and the
riculturist .
IVhen Acteon looked on Dian,
on such occasions. The other Demoiselle!, display ? Monsieur Lambert had come to ren,” cried he, “ great news ! M. Lambert is
body relaxed by domestic or social amuse
With
her
naked
n3‘mphs
around,
Bournier followed with a friendly eye sister j play cards with them, and was at this mo- married, at la s t!”
A n Old New England Custom. The Spring- ment. Then the work would be enjoyed as
The angiy huntress changed the bold
Seholastique. They rejoiced at her happiness, meat installed in the place of honor oppoThe poor girls were near fainting.
field Republican contains an extract from much as the pla3r. It is a physical pleasure
Intruder to a hound.
Hor cavalier was very good-looking. He was site the fire.
“Now, guess who it is,” said the old man
the town records of Hartford Mass, dated to exercise the muscles after rest, especially
hardly forty-five years old, had large mus-1 After tea and cake were served—they had without suspecting the torture he was in fix 
April 30, 1630, as folows:—
Oh ! for the power to change this dog
if one lias been amused during rest. And
taches, and a certainly military tournure «ake on this occasion—little Jeannette look- ing. “ He is married—I will give you a hun
The select men have agreed with benja how bmyant is the mind returning to its la
Into a strapping fellow !
which’ was highly attractive. The dance |ed so longingly at the cards that they could dred guesses—I will give you a thousand—
min Barrett to hoop the town horn all the bor after a frolic with the babies, or a cosy
I'd mount him in a minute,
was over. For°several seconds the stranger not refrain from inviting her to take part who would have thought it ? ~ It is an excel
pext sommer and the said Benjamin Barrett tete-adete with Nature ! 0 holy Nature !—
And turn his bark to bellow :
retained the hand of his partner, though in the game. To give it more interest
lent marrage, though; the girl was crazy
hath agreed also to hoop the home careful from thy bosom one goes to his work as a
Hark! what is that ?—an old tom cat
this was not necessary. The two sisters au brandy-peach was made the stake.
about him. He has married--------- Jeannette
ly and well and to drive the home to the child, at morning, awakes to the wonders of
Around tSe porch is crawling :
“ You do not intend to remain a bachelor our little bonne ! It appears that they have
gured something from this circumstance
tQwues End every morning by that time the world.
Poor
tom
!
I’ve
a
fellow
feline
The young man (so, at least, the demoi- j I think,” said M. Bournier to his guest, in met often, hut did not speak of it lest it
the sun is an hour high.
I f one cannot enjoy life, all along as he
For 3-our sad caterwauling !
selles denominated him) invited successively the midst of the game.
And futher said benjamin is to begin to passes through it, he can never enjoy it. If
should excite suspicions. Confess that they
•
M. Lambert smiled significantly. He had have played their game well. This morn
the other two sisters, and it was remarked
hoop the third day of March next, and from he toils unremittingly, till he finds the lei
Now Bowser hears him !— see he turns :
that in the midst of the dance Dorothea, the no desire to remain a bachelor.
thence to hoop till the. twenty-ninth of Sept- sure of life, he will find no enjoyment in that
Seek' catch him ! bite him, Bowser !
ing Lambert said to me, ‘Jeannette is a peas
“ You will probably marry a la ly in the ant girl, but my berth is not much more il
younge-. t, executed a modest entrechat. Cer
tember next and the pay to be delivered the leisure—nothing will exist to vitalize it.—
Coufound the tw ig! its fastened in
tainly it must have been an extraordinary neighborhood.”
said benjaman Barrett for hooping as above Life will be to him a failure, as respects •
lustrious. Do I want a lady a princess, who
The rent within my trowsers !
M. Lambert replied by another smile. He will be afraid of sun and dew, and will not
excitemeut which brought to light this su
said at or before the tenth of January next.” earth.
He’s gone ! and dog and cat are seen
perannuated remembrance of some old pro would certainly marry a lady in the neigli- know how to make butter? I wish to lead
The pay of the aforesaid “ benjamin Bar
We shall not solve the problem of life till
In mad and desperate chase ;
fessor. Perpetue, the second, danced with ^borhood. At this moment he was proclaim- a pleasant life. Jeannette is young, pretty
rett” was to be as high as twelve shillings we learn to enjoy it as it flies. Then it will
'Tis
a
very
proper
time,
I
think,
emotion. Her eavalier, or rather the com- ed victor, and Jeannette brought the ja r of and lively; that is what I want? ”
per “ weke,” to be taken out in grain. But -solve itself.— [Life Illustrated.
For me to leave this place.
Young, pretty, and lively ! M. Bournier
the method of “ hooping the horn” may not
mm cavalier, addressed to her some words in ' preserves.
“ I adore brandy-peaches,” said Lambert, did not suspect the cruelty of his words-—
C uriosity not to be Satisfied. The New
be as plain to all readers. It was a custom
a low voice. It could not bo distinguished
0 Julia ! sleep ! sleep sound my love !
Young, pretty, and lively, they had been so
}U those days to have a horn blower in all port News tells the following story:—
whether he spoke of the state of his heart or while he put one on a little saucer.
Oh! do not wake just yet,
“ Ah, you like peaches,” replied M. Bourn- once. They were so ten years ago when he
“Duncan Pell, Esq., has just commenced
the New England villages and settlements,
the state of the atmosphere.
To view the rent in iny trowserloons,
had interred them in this solitude. It was
as a public signal for beginning and ending the erection of a new fence in front of his
Bat the person who enjoyed tho most the er. “ Perpetue makes excellent ones.”
Made by your canine p e t;
Lambert cast a look of admiration on Per loneliness rather thap age which had faded
the days work, or to call the men home from mansion, on Mary street, in this city. On
triumph "of the three demoiselles, was the
An if you never wake until
labor at noon at their dinner ; this was cal one of the posts is the following manuscript;
little bonne, Jeannette. The poor girl would petque. But what were the emotions of the and depressed them. We bear sometimes
M3' soft guitar you hear,
“This proposed fence is to be 60 feet long,
gladly have danced, too, but the umbrellas poor girl when, taking one of them delicate the penalty of our misfortunes.
led “hooping” — or whooping—the horn.—
You’ll slumber till old Gabriel’s horn
ly
in
his
fingers,
he
divided
it,
and
offered
This music was succeeded sometime after, by 3 1-2 feet yails over coping; to be finished
of which she had the charge made it impos
Shall break your sleep; my dear !
College for Editors. I a recent fast-day
the sunrise, noon and evening town bell— ■this week. Mr. Easton is the carpenter, and
half to l i e r !
sible.
sermon
the
Rev.
Orville
Dewey
said,—
there
which practice is kept up in many places till. Mr. Fludder the mason. The work is to bs^
This
was
decisive.
Perpetue
comprehendThe Demoiselles Bournier returned home
The Bersaglieri, who are often mentioned the present day. wnat is meant by driving done b3' the day,
ip a wagon. Tliey lived in. the country, at ed her triumph. The two other sisters were ought to be a chair iu our universities for
“Terms cash.
Duncan Pell.
about a mile’s distance. They were very j near fainting, but they were so fond of each the instruction of editors.” If the roverand in connection with the Sardinian troops, are1 the horn, was, that “ benjaman” was to blow
“Messrs. Finch & Engs furnish the lumber,
pensive during the drive, and neither uttered other that they were soon able to rejoice in gentleman means, simply that editors ought among the most dashing soldiers in the his trumpet on horseback, if necessary, even
to have a collegiate education, we can only [world. As their name indicates, the3r are “ out at the towues end,” as required.
“ I hope this will l>o satisfactory to the
a worj .
j her happiness.
A month after, they were seated, accord-j “Yes, I adore peaches,” continued Lam say that the chair is already in the univer- rifipmen, sharp shooters. In the. battles be
I public.
A Prescription for E arly R ising.
Hen
“ April 25, 1859.”
in ' to custom, in their old-fashioned parlor, bert. “ I should like nothing better than to sities, for editors (to be) as for lawyers, doc- j tween the Sardinians and the Austrians in
ry
Ward
Beecher,
in
his
last
star
paper
has
tors,
and
divines,
in
expectancy.
If
he
means
i
1818—19,
they
were
the
most
effective
men
To this the National Intelligence thus narScholastique at her spinning-wheel, on the live in a pleasant country like this, and
! rates the stor3' :—
ririff. of the fire-place, Dorothea on the left, have a card-party twice a week with good (as seems more likely) that editors should ■who entered the contest. Their.uniform con- the following :— .
“ Good healthy children that are put to . “It was the first night of the to-bedd-ry
knitting a woolen stocking, and Perpetue a ; neighbors like you ; I would garden—my learn their business—the art editorial— in a |slats of very dark green frock coats, pants
little in the back-ground, employed on some wife would attend to household matters ; she college, he is talking about a3 wisely as if he i of the same color, and hat o f a soft felt3' bed at night when birds and chickens retire, month of May, 1859—the month of flowers
embroidery. At a table was a little, ba ld,; would preserve the fruits, peaches especially, were to sa3' they should go to a factory for substance, in form like the “ Kossuth*’’ The are admirable wakeners in the morning.— and balua3' zephyrs, passion, attraction, green
affinities—that Duncan Pell
old man, with a green shade over his eyes, I A wife who has such a talent is a trea su re- the same purpose. A college in which to ’ onty ornament to their head piece is a flat Uhen they have slept their sleep full, there peas an(j
learn human nature: to acquire common flowing plume, consisting of black cock feath. is no help for you. Wake they will, coo and jay buried in the arms of slumber. A loud
reading with absorbed attention a newspa- 1above all, in the winter.”
per eight days old. It was the father o f the J At this, picture, worthy of Philemon Per- sense : to cultivate at once a sound and quick ers. Many o f them from bo3'hood have been frolic they will. A ll your hummings are in and terrible rapping aroused him. It was
Demoiselles * Bournier. Monsieur Bournier 1petue was obliged to dry her eyes to^onceal understanding; a ready wit; a prompt and taugh the use of the long rifle in the Alps vain. Your efforts to put them to sleep only continued. Rap, rap, ra p! Starting from
acurute judgment; the art of fluent 3-et accu- of Savoy. The}’ in their hardy chase of the serve to wake them up ! A bouncing boy, a sleep, Duncan looked forth into the moon
tras an old soldier, and a widower, who had her emotion.
A dark form was pounding away at
retired upon a pension a number of years be- j The next day it was rum or^ in the vil- rate composition; The higher art of distin- chamois, are almost unerring in their aim. year old, creeping out of his crib slyly, and
pouncing
upon
his
fathers
face,
with
a
chirp
;h0
door.
As Pell looked from the window
guishing
truth
from
falsehood;
reality
from
In
their
bravery,
dash
and
enterprise,
they
fore. and fixed his residence in the little vil- lage chat Mademoiselles Perpetue was about
pretension that is the college for an editor ;' resemble the Texan rangers, while, saving and chuckle, is better than"any alarm clock. 1the f^rra cried aioud :_
to
be
married.
Passing
from
mouth
to
mouth,
laga where we find him.
A clock will soon run out its cacophonous
“ Say you Mr. Pell, bo you agoin’ to have
While our heriones are thus diligently it came back to our heroines, like a stream a college which has its chair onty in editori- the color of their uniform, they look in their
rattle, but a child never runs down, or ends this 'ere fence white or 3’ aller washed ?’”
occupied, some one knocks at the door, and returning to its source. Perpetue doubted al sanettfras situate usually near the attic> simple dress like hunters on our Western
Jeannette, w h o is a t work in the story above, no longer. The three demoiselles rejoiced and as little like a universit3’ as a man of plains. Under such leaders as Garibaldi his fun.
Bacon says justly, the best part of beauty
But we have discovered a new q^thod of
descends the staircase hastily, and is heard ( together. Scholastique and Dorothea began fanciful theories is like a man of successful and Cialdini they will make their mark in
waking early. Pearched upon our green is that which a picture cannot express.
practice.—
[Boston
Post,
the
present
War.—
fN.
Y.
Jour,
of
Com.
to exclaim, “Is it you ? how glad I a m ; th e1to pass in review old dresses and articles of

§ru)gtoit ^ r g o r te r ,
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That one M csquito. It matters not much
to us whether mosquitoes aro “ thick” or
otherwise. We always have one near us,
■even long after the season for them has pass
ed. W e b ave come to regard him as our de
mon— or perhaps more properly our fen d .—
“ Guardian angel” we certainly cannot con
aider him inasmuch as we fail to associate
him with any degree of friendliness to usward.
Man is said to bo, in goodly measure, the
Creature of hope. Hopefully therefore do wo
sometimes, iu musquito time, en ter'our dor
mitory about bed-time. Wc strike no light,
as we wish to offer no temptations to the
winged enemy.
A ll is silent
We put
ourself iu bed. The silence continues. We
begin, good easy man, to chuckle— thinking
we have for once eluded the enemy. But
hark !— what sound is that ? If we live, it
is the old adversary ! “ fa r off” his brazen
music sounds ! Hope falls below zero. Near,
and more near, be comes ! lie circles about
our up-turned countenance, like a hungry
king-fishcr, probably to spy out thereon some
eligible spot upon which to pounce. Anon
the music ceases. We wait in breathless
quietness to ascertain, as we are very sure
to, the doomed locality. The sting enters
our cuticle-our upraised hand descends with
vengeful quickness, and we think we have"
immolated the varmint. Swifter, however,
than an eagle ho flies upward far beyond
the reach of harm. Soon he gourtds another
advance, and we wrathfully snatch our pil
low,— sitting bolt upright,— and describe
with it a few spasmodic circles, hoping thus
to come in dire contact with our tormentor,
and prostrate him. Still the canning rogue
escapes— understanding well
“ That he who fights and flies away,
Lives tp kite another’—night.
Worried out at last, we fall into a semiBiuraber, still retaining a consciousness of
the presence of our fiend. Morning dawns,
and still the droning noise is vibrating upon
our tympanum. We have auother nap. We
again rise, and all is still. We dress, and
then look round upon the battle-scene, and
lo ! upon the wall reposes our adversary with
his transparent body crimson with our best
blood! We'dispatch him with egregious sat
isfaction, and the “ damned spot” remains as
a warning to all future mosquitos who
prowl anights around the beds of “majestic
man.”
But it makes no sort of difference. Next night
“ Monsieur Tonson” is sure to come again,
and wc are renewedly subject to the old
trials.
T ouktH of J ui.v Celebrations. Hero in
this village no celebration will take place.—
W e presume the sloop “ Enterprise” will be
pretty busily employed on the occasion, as
Fowler’s Island will be a good place to have
a cosy pic-nic.
There is to be a Sabbath School celebra
tion at North Bridgton, which promises to
be attractive. They are to have an address,
music, collation, speeches and sentiments.
We do not know whether the Harrison
folks are to “ have a time’ ” or not.
In Sweden a celebration is iu contempla
tion, and the North Bridgton Brass Ban 1 is
to be in attendance. We had thought the
Band was to play for the Sabbath School
celebration.
In Chatham, N. II., near Fryebuvg, a cele
bration
is to go forward, and Enoch
.Knight, Esq., of this village, has been invi
ted to deliver tlie oration, Whether be will
accept or not, is more than we can tell. «The
day promises to be celebrated more rational
ly this year than it is wont to be. Funds
are not remarkably plenty, and to make a
great “ splurge,” money is essential. It is
ju st as w ell— we can be as patriotic in a
quiet way, as we can to make a great blus
ter and show. We would by no means have
the day forgotten, or public demonstrations
cease, but let them be rationally and sober
ly conducted. Hilarity is not amiss, either,
but it should be kept within the bounds of
decency. These we know are common-place
remarks, but it would require more ingenui
ty than we possess to conceive of any thing
new to say about the Fourth of July.
Noticing Books. In noticing a book last
week—which notice was purely a labor of
love- -we happened to hint of one slight mistake it made in its notice of this town. We
expressed a high opinion of the book, and
said all that was just or necessary in its be
half. One of the editors of the book, how
ever, takes some exceptions to our notice, and
writes to us, rather coolly, as we think, that
he cannot say that the notice will be of any
service to them. Neither will it bo of ser
vice to us. We reiterate, his remark to the
contrary notwithstanding, that the work is
something after the plan of Hayward’s Ga’
zottcr. In compiling a book of the kind, in
many respects a similar plan had to bo fol
lowed. That is nothing against tho book,
however. Said editor needn’ t plume himself
too much upon his originality. If he does, he
may provoke us to a further and more search
ing criticism o f his book.
But a3 we wish to do justice, wo will say
that the post-oflices which the main body of
the book omits to notice, may bo found in
an appendix at, or near tho end of the jvork.
A ll right, sir, but. still wo like to see things
in their proper places ; if they arc not, wc
generally, unless wo have abundance of time
for explorations, do not know where to look
ior them.

“ P rofessor.” There are words, liko in
Oxygenated B itters, a Sure Curb r«
dividuals, which figure both too conspicuous Dyspki*sia. Tho story of this remarkabls
medicine and its success in obstinate case*
ly, and unwarrantably. One of those words
of Dyspepsia, Asthma, and general debility
is “ Professor.” It is usually understood to of the system, places it among the moji
apply to a certain class of teachers in Colle wonderful discoveries in medical science, aid
ges, and to eminent scientific men. Not to has given it a reputation far beyond ant
papier mache, inlaid with pearl, and got up Brown, Taggard & Chase, Boston, Mrs. CoRremedy known for these complaints, in all
all who dabble in scientific matters, but to
their various Forms. The Oxygenated Be
with a degree of elaborateness exceeding any. xelitts recently published “ Young Houseonly such as have positively contributed to ters contain nothing which can intoxicate
thing of the kind that was ever presented to keeper’s Friend,” and can recommend it as
and the medicine has no similarity whatevei
the general fund o f scientific knowledge.
our observation.”
We suppose the baby tlie best book of the kind that has ever been
But we all know how common has becomee to the various aleholic mixtures disguised
that is rocked in it was “ got up” in equally issued from the American or any other Press,
j as “ Bitters,” being purely a medical coir,
the use o f this, should-bo, distinguishing ap pound, in which arc combined the most val
fine style, and will be a fine affair all through It is a work of 251 pages, and contains tho
pellation.
Catch-pan
ny
lecturers
on
any
art;
uable remedial agents, aud a peculiar otjbest possible information in regard to even
life.
or science append it to their names,— a l - 1seriated property, hitherto unknown, but
the minutest concerns of house-hold manage
. .
„ , .
,
i highly efficacious in all comnlaints m-isin.
T hose fisu. Our thanks are hereby ex
though, in most o f the instances, they do
L....i....... ........ j .i__ _ai lhlnl
ment. We, who arh a well-experienced Bet
from weakness and derangement, or prosti*
double-blessedness.
pressed to our neighbor, A. Benton, for that
not
understand
the
first
principle
o
f
the
i
(¡on
0f
the stqmach. We hear of fresh iff
ty and Kitchen Colonel, have looked it over,
This reminds us to make mention of the fact ^
theme they babble of. And so we have Pro- ! umphs every day from the use of the. Qxy.
nice mess of well-cleaned trout and pickerel
and
are
fain
to
pronounce
it
an
excellent
that we have had but few cases of matrimo
fessor this, ajid Professor thaQ as thick as geuated Litters. Jhe cures it is effecting (!1
he presented to us last week. May good
domestic guide. A capital book for young , . ,
ny to record of late. Come, young gentle
. , .
.. . , .
every side aro without precedent. Peonia
luck ever be his when he takes rod in hand.
dead leaves in Autumn. But whi t we are wj10 jiavc suffered from Dyspepsia for years
wives
and
mothers
it
is.
If
the
baby
is
lit
men, “ hurry up your cake” — the ladies b e-,
c o m i n g especially at now, is the somewhat >have been entirely relieved by' a fevr bottles,
gin to find fault with us for not having more j Old “ Sol,” who lvnd kept dark for a num- tle sick, you need not “ send for the doctor,”
common phrase of professor of religion.” |— ]New Y'oik Mercury.
marriages and deaths in our paper. How ber of days, showed his rubicund face on but ju st refer to this book, for it has been
The above is but a reiteration of the genAnd we are not ourself going to say much
„
. eral opinion iu respect to this excellent nitdever, they much reflect that it is not in our Sunday morning last, much to the gratifioa- prepared by a wise and motherly woman,
about it, but are preparing tho way for an ' icjne<
power to consummate these matters:-—
tion of his “ numerous friends.” They had Remember to order Cornelius’ Young House
eminent doctor o f Divinity to speak about
“ In order that such a great change in life began to be some concerned about him, he keepers Friend.
it,—deeming him competent to do so wiselymay not be harmful to the young woman, j had been absent so long.
It is said that some fifty English gentleViews and Experiences o f Religious Subjects. We refer to no less a man than Dr. E. H. men have determined on chartering a lar-^
everything must be thought of and arranged j
By H. W. Beecher.
beforehand : her girlish diet should be slight-1
Chapin of New York. lie held forth in the ! steamer for an excursion trip across the AtStrawberries are very plenty hereabouts.
This is a volume of continued “ Star pa . „
_. ___________
lantic and for the purpose ofmakine a tni»
.
.
ly and slowly changed. Care should be ta -!
Last week they sold for eight cent per quart
following manner, in a recent sermon, upon ; through the Ul|it£ ¿ tat<J9, The
ken not to let her pass abruptly from the j
pers,” taken, as was the first volume, pub
this matter :-—
j route commencing from New York, will tale
fruit and vegetable diet, which most girls I unhulled. IVe have not spared the palata
lished some time since, from tho New York
prefer, to the stronger food of man. She ble article. We hope and trust they will be
I have said, upon another occasion, and I them up the Hudson to Saratoga, thence
Independent,
to
which
they
were
contributed
would be ill, if this were neglected. Noth cheaper this week.
repeat it now, that 1 dislike this term, “ pro- through Northern Woods and Lakes of Nev
from week to week by Mr. Beecher. Mr. fessor of religion,” as it is often used, be-1 York State where they are promised so®
ing is more senseless than tho custom we
N.
B.
We
would
inform
the
people
o
f
adopt from the English— that of keeping an
Beecher is too well known as a writer to cause it carries with it this idea, that relig- excellent fishing and shooting.
indolent and sedentary woman on a heavy Portland that Sam Chadbourne may be found
ion is a mere branch of life. A man speaks I
_____
. ___________
need much recommendation. His books are
o f his being a professor o f religion as anoth-1
„ .... _
....
, ,
, ,
meat diet, scarce necessary to a hearty work near the Elm House, in their city, with the
Near
Mil
waukie,
Wis.,
among
the
most
popular
issued
in
these
days
man, or active man of business. The wo article for sale for such prices as lie can get,
er man speaks o f his being a professor o f the 1R<£ cftl Mllwaukie‘ " I8“ last
last week, Adn
1
1
to
(
to do farmer, struck his wife
man can only stand such irritating diet by
o f readable books, and need only to be an flute, or a professor o f some physical accom- ^ ett!n£> a
on the head
adding to it the greater irritation of spirit every other evening. He is a very» success nounced to command a ready and* extensive plishment. Why not speak o f being a pro- ° n tne aca? with
wua an*
an* axe,
axc’ and
11'1,1 while s’a*
fessor o f breathing, o f being a professor o f Ia7 P i r a t e and bleeding first shot kuous liquors. By this course she becomes ful vender of Plumbs of all kinds, in the
sale. Brown, Taggard & Chase are the New seeing, a professor o f loving your children, with a pistol and then pored boiling wat»
faded, used-up, and red-faced, at a very ear season of them.
England publishers.
and loving your father and mother, a profess- ? f r h,e.r' Slie shrieked in torture, then b
ly age; it leads to the extermination of all
or ooff living
livim? ’? Why
Whv not-speak
not sneak va
of this,
lust
beauty, and, in the end, a serious decline in
just
jjSfT'What w ill the base children of Mam
X1r o r il glancing
KUlUUlIliL through
i u r u u " l l the
lUC book,
UUU1Y, we O
UVJ wi
v iu b , JU
CL blew. ,U3 ? WQ bra.ns
^ ,1 out. Suspicion of hi,
From
see
the race itself. You must preserve to your mon do next ? They adulterate even lager
,„ V vorv true and camtally well exnressed as much asto speak of being a professor of,
c
“
as the cause.
young wife all the habits of her girlhood,
J
J
religion, as though it was something we
.
“
"
A L iving Spouse. A man in New York
modifying them little by little ; and see beer, to make it pungent and saleable ! We thoughts,
could tuck up with a sort of conceit and car
ry
it
under
our
arms
as
we
do
a
Bible
or
a
"^as
recently
arrested
and
brought
before s
that, from the first day, she finds in her new thought this sort of swill was incapable o f
This Publishing House has also issued
hymn book to church of Sundays ? That is ' ust,cc “ )r keeping a (log unmuzzled in vff
house everything that she had in her moth chemical depreciation. It seems from Hunt's
another volume by Mr. Beecher entitled, not what truo religion is, or the way it should 1^'on of an ordinance. The magistrate imp«
er's. Y'ou have thought of these, I am sure,
Merchant's Magazine, that they are mixing “ Fruit, Flowers and Farming,” which doubt be regarded. Christ showed us the divine ed a line of ten dollars, winch was proniptlj
for I kuow your good.heart. You have learn
his wife, who informed the jiisti«
ed long beforehand from her mother, her’ witli it chalk, marble dust, opium, tobacco, less contains much valuable information up. necessity o f religion, lie taught man that Pai *
i f he knew his own soul, he would seek him . ia^ , ^ d'd this to save the dog. but imped
nurse, or perhaps the family physician, all henbane, oil of vitral, coperas, alum, strych
on the subject treated of, and written in his
as tlie object and end o f his life— would seek
wou*d not interfeare with sending her busabout her physical constitution, and how it nine and other deadly drugs! These things
clear, direct and lively style. Beecher is a religion for itself and o f itself, because his band to ja i l ; but this passing fancy was not
is to be treated. To prepare her nest prop
are
added
to
give
“
lager”
flavor
and
“
fuddle.”
erly for her, yop shoqjd know everything—
prolific writer, and a miracle of industry.— own blessedness was involved in it. That is humored, the law having received its due.
her habits, her usual state of health, her lit
jjESrit appeareth that we are to have a He acquires knowledge easily— is in fact, the true end o f religion. Live without i t i f l -----------------------------------tle indisposition, all her womanly peculiar
you can, and live nobly ; live without it if
A G eneral E uropean W ar. W ashiw.toities. This should not spring from an emp mail here only every' other clay, after the quite intuitive— and pours it out with a lib you can, and live truly, and know God and j une 23. The opinion among gentlemen a»
ty curiosity, but from sn absolute neeessit3'< first of July ! Reason is, Uncle Samuel is erality that savors of a general providence.
duty, and the high ends and meanings o f nected with the Diplomatic corps, is that il
You should even, without exercising undue too poor to have tho mail-bags transported
P hrenological and W ater-Cure J ournals, life. But when you do get at the duty, at - though the governments of Europe not engte
inquisitiveness, go back a little into the his
hither daily. Why. we thought he was “rich commence, as we learn from Life Illustrated, the highest ends and meaning of life, then |eq jn the present hostilities are desirousj
tory of her family, into its blood inheritances,
you will see that religion is a sery difierent and hope for peace, the complications an*
and know something of the diseases to which enough to give us all a farm !” but it turns new volumes with the July numbers. IVe thing from what it is represented. Oh, that great that there is almost an impossible
it is subject, ller health will depend on out that he can’ t give us even the news, used to think, #'hcn we ha l the pleasure of men did see and feel this ; then we would 0f preventing a general war. In such it
your knowing this, as will also your own “ living as they rise” !
reading them, that they were pretty good have change in society ; we would have event there is no doubt but that Russia *£
diet, for you will surely choose Yueh dishes
change in churches ; we would have change j arrav ficrself with France,
as agree with her and preserve her strength.”
W e learn from the Newburyporfc Herald j and useful Magazines. They ave not sent to in individual hearts.
that the Onion Crop this year, as for several us, lately, and we therefore hare to guess at
A Quaker lately popped the question to i
The following from the Atlantic years back, is to prove a failure. A maggot their merits.
For the Reporter.
fair Quakeress thus
Monthly’s article on Percival, well illustrates is the cause of this short coming. We shall
Kind reader, did you ever pause to think I “ Hum— yea and verily, Penelops, the
B lackwood for J une is a goodly number,
Yankee country curiosity,
Percival, who hare therefore, no sauce for either “goose or and capitally spiced. It has an article cut of the many trials o f an Editor. Paper, ink i it urgeth and moveth wonderfully, to bet-»-:
made a geological survey of the State o f Con gander.” Weathersfield and Danvers will ting qp Lord Macanlay severely for histori and types cannot describe them. Pencil and i thee to cleave unto me, flesh of my flesh a.
i bone o f my bone
necticut, had of course occasion t^ drivc fall into decay I
cally sinning against the memory o f the Duke paint may essay in vain to do it. Just think
“ H um --truly, truly, Obadiah, thou hi
round the country a good deal, and his sin'
o f Marlborough. If Macaulay is guilty to for a moment, what an editor must do, and wisely sai l ; an 1 in a-smuch as it is not gui
S trawberries. The Erie Despatch speaks the degree represented by this writer, be en whartie must not do ! He must write wheth-1 *° ^ a^one> I w ill sojourn with thee !*<
gular appearance and rummaging of rocks
an 1fields would na'urally excite curlisit\ a d of the abundance of Strawberries had in that tirely unreliable as a historian. A very cr he is sick or well, cheerful or sad ; wheth------- ------------------------------ * .
Dr. Morrison, a respectable phwjuu/i
perhaps suspicion in tho minds of those city, and says they arc sold from 12 to liO \airkwavug y«.\>cv is ifia ‘♦Siege of P lym outh” — cr tho mercury runs high or low ; whether
country people who had no idea of his busi cfs per quart. They are grown principally ] a take-off, wc presume, of the periodically his prospects are fair or f o u l- s t ill he must' apringfteU.III., worth * * 0 0 0 0 , kilM tt*
.*
r
•
self m the ja il at Evansville, where he w*
ness. This used to subject him some annoy, in gardens, there, wc presume. We are more : expressed fears, by a portion o f the English write, and he must produce something that is ; com mi ted upon charge o f attempt to murk
providentially
blessed
down
east—
“
Nater”
I
ance. The following is an instance:—
press, o f a French invasion. Here is tlie very wonderful or popular, or ho is deemed an attorney engaged in prosecuting an a«»
grows ’em for us here, and the boys pick i commencement of a series o f articles entitled a stupi4 fellow. lie must publish all the sfttloa against him. The do
In New Milford, an inquisitive farmer re
1to poison him hy bribing a w
quested us, in a somewhat ungracious man cm for from 5 to 8 cents per qu art! We “ Fleets and Navies,” which will contain im news, and he must not publish anything that paired poison in his coffee. Tli
ner, to give an account of ourselves. Per have just as much strawberry cake, and : portant information. Th's pari first, is devot is not founded on facts.
He must publish nounced him and he was arres
cival replied , that we were acting uuder a strawberries and cream, as we want for a !
deaths whether any one dies or not, ftiar- lie severed an artery in his leg
ed to the French Navy.
commission from the Governor to ascertain trifling outlay o f coppers.
death.
Blackwood still retains its ancient vigor. riagos the saino, be the old bach ever so
the useful minerals of the State : where up
on our utilitarian friend demanded to be in
obstinate, even if he vows vengeance on all
A new idea about love matters. Where
The paper having the large
A tlantic M onthly for J uly. The course
formed how the citizens at large, including
crinoline traps. lie must endeavor to raise ------ The Paper of Tobacco.
the parties are properly matched, tho ordin
himself, were to be benefited by the under
of this Magazine is “ upward and onward” —
Paper for Roughs,— Sand-Pa pel
taking,— putting question on question in a ary forms of courtship may be dispensed that is— it is gaining in intellectual power, the standard o f public morals, but he must
Paper containing many fine p
not attack any vice or error, or infirmities to
fashion which was most pertinacious and al with. At least, it would seem so from the
and
in
the
number
of
its
subscribers.
It
has
most impertinent Percival became impa following morceau which we get from Black.
which any o f his patrons aro subject. He Paper o f Needles.
Ruled Paper.- -The French Press.
an article on Thomas Paine in which justice
tient, and tried to liurry away. “ I demand
must ascend tho highest pinnicle o f fame ;
The Paper that is full o f Rows.—Tbi
the information,” exclaimed the New Mil^f wood : “Congenial spirit require no mum* is done to that writer, and another on Parfordite; “ I demand it as my right. You aro on merics of courtship to draw them together cival the poet. Both are valuable contribu there wield tho scepter o f might aud drive per o f Pins.
Spiritualist Paper.— |Wl ra
ly servants of the people; and you are paid The hour arrives for the unveiling o f their
the monster intemperance from our land—
Papers illustrated with Cut
in part, at least, out of my pocket.” “ I’ll tell sympathies, and they recognise and accept tions to our literature. Tho Professor is yet he must be neutral when our country
Exchanges.
fa r m in g as usual. He has got another
you what we’ll do,” said Percival: “ we can’ t
their
destiny.”
calls
for
aid.
lie
must
sympathise
with
the
Brawing Paper.— The Dent
stop, but we’ll refund your portion of the
love-affair on the tapis, which w ill excite
unfortunnte-but his heart must be adaraanti,
geological tax,— let me see,— it must be about
The favorite Paper on U:
great interest, lie has managed to involve it
We
hear
a
great
deal
from
lugubrious
peo
two cents. Wc prefer handing you this to
like tho Chameleon lie must change his co Car pet Paper.
encountering a further delay.” Our agri ple about tho “ shortness of time,” etc., as if in that sort of mystery that so well becomes
A Taking Paper.— Sheriff's Warp
lors whenever a new object approaches, yet
cultural friend and master did not take the it were a scarce article.
Tlie Paper that, most re smbl
It is customary a love-affair—on paper. The “ Minister’s ho must bo firm and steadfast in all things.
mone}’ , although he did the hint,— and in
dor.— Tis (you) Paper.
with persons who are employed about mat Wooing,” which the New York Tribune thinks Ho must visit a n l explore the remotest parts
sulky silence withdrew from our company.
ters that are really of no permanent conse will be Mrs. Stowe’s greatest work, is making o f the earth, but he must not mention his
An exchange paper state ■s that the
good head-way in this number.
Concert on the evening of tiie Fourth quence, to lament the rapid flight o f time.—
travels. He must be grateful for all favors, three*candidates in Wixeon sin for the
Butohcre
is
no
logic
in
this
stereotyped
jerlature.
Mr J. M. Root is the I
Mr- .T. B. Bray, assisted by Messrs. W. Wood
but lie must fish and eat his trout iu silcuee.
The “ double grand action pen dodge” was
Robert Hogg the Free Si) ¡I candid
bury, J. Chute, Miss Z. Thonipsou, and the emiade. Our time is apportioned .to our ne
Should he chance to approach a gosling the
played off successfully in Newark, N. J., a
T. II. Dye is the Wig candidate,
Misses H. M. and A. Ball, will give a Concert cessities. Providence has not cut our essen day or two since. A well-dressed gentle old geese will squall, no doubt, he must not the voters we suppose it will be Root
tial garments scantily. Emerson recently manly-looking man called at a fancy store
at Temperance Hall, on the evening of the
mention the fact. He must bo literally a ll •or Dye— and no mistake.
remarked : “ We have time enough to do all kept by a lady in that city an 1 inquired for
Fourth, commencing at 8 o’clock.
things to all men, and try to please every
that we can do. Red Jacket told a complain “ tho double-grand-action p e r /' S lid he was
These singers arc all good and experienced,
opening a school in that ‘ neighborhood and , boJ/ ’ or be must u k o the responsibility o f ; The Einperor o f Austria is one oftto
and are home productions. We trust their ing, busy idler, ‘Y'ou have all tho time there always used this pen and would like to get acting upon noble principle—persue an in- Dnguiit in the empire. It is sai l
attempt to get up an evening’s entertainment
two gross; and if she has an opportunity to 1dependent course— labor to uphold the rights fu n? hr* iV .'I 'T '1 lan2:,VlirL‘'s . P,,rfoctJ.
buy them he would rive her k l iur «toss — )
.
, , ,
b
that i,e ,s 1,1 Imperial Council the only
will be responded to by a Hall-full of rapt
Dr. 0. W. Holmes is, like all men of genius, Boon after a pecller called in the store with i ^
lbcrties- a n i t0 improve the manners |who understands all the language»
Citizens. Without meaning t> disparage a person of very nice and curious observa the very article for sale, and the lady elate l ! anJ morald o f h,s country, and leave to the , vast domains,
his associates in the contemplated concert, tion. It is the province o f persons of that at the idea of making $1 per gross, bought 2 rising generation an honored name. Reader, i
—
—» —
we remark that Mr. Bray may be justly stamp to interpret to us more stolid people gross o f him at $2 each. She is now patient- just imagine yourself an editor for one week
On Monday a poor Jew at Richmond *
ly waiting the return of the school-master.
|
i„,
j cclved a letter from Europe, informing C
considered one of the best singers in the the simplest ways of nature— to learn us its
°
j and let us know the result.
c h a r it y .
¡ that a largo amount tras Ins by n|b|
m
j Out West, June 21.
State, and should be accordingly appreciated alphabet by transferring it, letter by letter,"
and that it waited Ids demand.
George
II.
Lamb,
who
was
executed
at
St
by our towns-people. We repeat, we hope to some attractive position, as we sometimes
Sister
has something of an idea |excitement was too great—he fell from
Louis on Friday for the murder o f his wife,I
- “ Charity”
..........j **“•
- &
'•'* “ u ,UCJi v." . ' ' ' U . " ”
to see the Hall crowded on the occasion in print the letters of the common alphabet on
made a partial confession. Ilis wife’s maid- of an c
s trial?, and seems to also have
Uea “ «mediately,
question.
cards and on eating dishes for the benefit of in name was Sarah Stafford, she with her due sympathy for them. So far as fishing
children. Here is one of his strokes of sim father's family having imigrated to the West aad eating the trout “ in silence,” i^concernGoing into battle by rail is one of tlie p
kept
,
Culiarities o f tho presen: war. At the l*1
e p t aa hotel ^ , t W 4 .5a ......................
. ,
As Mr. C. K . Riley was returning to ple every day nature, which ho -achieved in from bangor, in 1851. Lamb k
at Medota. 111., and Sarah worked in the Gd’ that 13 Pleasant enough ; but still if we tie o f Monbcllo the allied supports camaie»5
this village from Swed®, Sunday evening, his last Breakfast-Table talk :—
same town.
in 135S,
have~ good luck in k illin g big ones, as we tlie field under the lead o f locomotive, n;
wv Mn . .. They were
WVilG married
lil t l r i c l 111
JLCKyiJ, -----with a horse and chaise belonging to R. A.,
“ If it were a possible thing,— women are tho marriage being kept private. In Decern- have aloiu back, we esteem it our privilege idly succeeding trains, each bringing up1
bridage.
Cleaves, the beast shied near the guide board such strange creatures ! Is there anything ]ber, 1857 Lamb took his wife to St Louis,! to u..AT
bl l'"’ so‘u c" bab
which stands by the ridge and No. Bridg that love and their own fanoies do not play where he attempted to poison her, but not
them. Just see how they marry ! A wo succeeding he took her out on the river in a
ton roads, and threw Mr. Tl. and a lady with
An infant child o f a Mr. Balch, in Mil!)*
He then went back
man that gets hold of a bit of manhood is boat and drowned her.
T he R iver I’o. From the following des
him out of the chaise.
Tho horse cleared like one of those Chinese wood-carvers who to Mendota and married another woman, to cription it would appear that the I’o beats en, Mass., was found hanging hy the
himself almost instantly from the vehicle, work on any odd, fantastic root that comes whom he had boon engaged previous to his the -Mississippi “ out of sight” on tho way of between the foot-bord and the lied rail.
ing slipped out of bed unobserved, anl it
levees ;
though not without first battering it up to hand, and, if it is only bulbous above and first marriage.
muined there uutill life was extinct. !
bifurcated
bolow,
will
always
contrive
to
‘
Tne
Po
presents
a
very
singular
spectacle
pretty well. Luckily neither Mr. Riley or
make a man—such as he is — out of it—
the
vegetable
earth
and
sand
brougnt
down
A buglar attempted to enter a house in
the lady wore much hurt. The horse was I should like to see any kind of a man,
Lucy Stone says ‘ there is cotton in ^
Mount Vernon, Westchester county, New by the torrents which come down from the
frightened'by the sudden “ yapping” o f a dog distinguishable from a Gorilla, that some
York, was heard by tlie mistress, who waited mountains, constantly till up its bed, and ears o f men and hope in the bosom of womtf
which was lying beside a baby-carriage good and even pretty woman could not shape near tho window with an axe, anil as the tuus threaten tho surrounding country with Lucy has put the cotton in the wrong
a husband out of.”
that was standing near or in the road.
thief put his arm in over the sill she chop iuuudation. In order to guard against that this time.
ped away at him. Instantly blood spirted danger, tho people ou the banks have every
R eading. Some folks, who wish to be about her, a loud cry was heard, au l iu the where raised embankments, which aro in
Toothache. A contempory says that *>
The Gen. Espinasse killed at Magenta was good, or to bo thought so, think they must
next moment her tropid mind realized, from creased as tho river rises, so that in some roasted onion bound upon tho wrist on th
a gentleman of some political note in Paris,
plaees^tho waters o f tho Po run as high as pulse will stop tho most inveterate tool!
and not very popular there, because ho was read a chapter in the Bible at stated times, a noise outside, that her nootual visitant had the tops ot the tops of tho aeigboring steeples ache in a few minutes.”
dVH
fallen to the ground and was making off.
supposed to give tho Emperor bad advice as whether they desire to or not. The merit
It is everywhere bordered by lateral canals,
to severe police newspapers regulations. Ilis and good which accrues of reading tho Bible,
aud the water which filters through the em
A young sewing girl, in Chicago, rcccnfi)
wife heard of his death when at a grand
Foreign I mmigration. The official returns bankments renders tho country very near
or any other book, comes from a real relish
dinner given by tho Prefect of the Seine.—
show that tho whole number of foreign pas marshy. The importune o f this river for received news that, by the death ofarelnh'
Madam1! Espinasse was there in a robe of blue, of such perusal. “ It is of Small use,” says a sengers registered at the Custom llouso in tho belligerent armies may bo readily under in tho East Indies, she has become heiress«
sixty four thousand pounds sterling 1
when a dispatch announcing his doath came recent writer, to “ try to be good with malice this country, more than four-fifths arrived stood.
from tho Minister o f war to tho Prefect.; lie perponse. Nature is nothing of not natural. in tho free States, and less than one-fifth arbroke the news to her as tenderly as possi
A clergyman at Taunton recently gnt1Dl’
A ll men who do anything must endure a
If I am to read to any purpose, I must read 1
'P r n ' " V °
]lt5S' Immigrants from
ble, who» she fainted away, and was carries
,,
1 . ,
rtl * ¡Great Britian, for a long series of years, 93 depreciation of their efforts. It is tho dirt a heated sidewalk discussion of theologyJ*'
to her hotel.
with a relish, and browse with my bridle off.” j per cent, arrived in the free States.
spiritualisam, and offered to settle the q«tr
which their chariot-wheels throw up.
tion by betting $500 that he was right.
Professor Mitchfjjet, the great his
torian, has recently written a work on the
ijll-important subject of “ Love.” From some
specimens “bricks” of the work, which we
find in the Home Journal we should say it
will be highly entertaining and instructive.
He thus gives instructions to “ young gentle
men just married.” Although it was writ
ten more particularly fora French meridian,,
yet it will apply well to the young men of
this.country. Wo copy it for the benefit of
those young gents who have recently mar
red, and for those who aro on the eve of

CHIPS AND PORRIDGE.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES.

T he WAT the money goes. The 1Social ! L adies, do you want tho latest compiled,
Reporter” of the Philadelphia North Ameri- and best digested Cook-Book and House-keep
can says, “ We saw a cradle yesterday that ing Manual that is before tho public ? We
cost four hundred dollars. It wa3 made of have received from the Publishing House of
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TAILORING

I know that age to age succeeds,
Slowing noise of tongues arid deeds,
l dust of systems and of creeds.

STilKTI AID BE
AUTY!
Call on me, and you shall
l t " ; ~ I n il1“
warrant all my work to be

O YOU consult SAFETY, as well as
D
“ SPEED” and “ BOTTOM” ? Then take
a trip to “ Fowler's Island” In the good Sloop

I Q c d io .©
'\ 7 ^ 7 '© 1 1 l
so that it will last while the cloth holds out.

“ E N T E R P R I S E ’, ”

BOOTSTHE&subsciiber
SHOES.
hereby gives

OF TOE

notice that he continues to
manufacture Boots & Shoes
***“ of every description, at his
old stand at North Bridgton,
where may be found a general assortment of

A M E R IC A N REVOLUTION

it

and the celebrated
SixLixa a Boo. Scroggins kept a large
aog, which cost as much to feed as two pigs
iM K H
FIS fMOILif !
would have done; and the dog besides was
BOOTS SHOES AND RUBBERS.
useless: nay, he was worse than useless, for,
of Vocalist, will exhibit iu the
He also has the right, and manufactures
inulduion to the expence of keeping, lie took
MITCHEL’ S PATENT
T
E
M
P
E
R
A
N
C
E
H
A
L
L
,
ip house room, and greatly annoyed ScrogMetalic
Tip Boots and Shoes,
gin’s wife. “Plague take the d o g s a i d she; ON FRIDAY & SATURDAY EVENINGS
•[ wish you would sell him, or kill him , or
1for the towns of Bridgton, Harrison, Naples
v June 24th and 25th.
j Waterford, Sweden, Lovell and Fryebuvg
Josome idling or other with. him. He’s move
This beautiful Mirror commences at Lex- and will be happy to furnish those in want of
jlague than his neck is worth—always ly.ag in the chimney corner, and eatiug mere ington, and gives all the principal Battles anything in his line.
that took place during the long war between
Orders filled with ns much dispatch as tho
tkan it would take to maintain three chil England
and America, and ended so glori nature of the business will admit.
dren ; T wonder you will keep such a useless ously at Yorktown. •
u,.. ^
JAMES WEBB.
jaimal.” — “ Well, well, my dear,” said he
No. Bridgton. Nov. 10, 1858.
. tf
The BARKER FAMILY will introduce
Say no more about it. I ’il get rid of him some of tbeir new and original Songs, Duetts
iueof these days.” This was intended as a and Solos.
G . I I . r> R O W N,
mere get off; but his wife kept daily din
ning in his ears about the dog, and ho was toconm renie^ ts^ clock. D° ° rS ° Pen &t
Manufacturer, wholesale and retail dealer
«length compelled to do so.
G E O R G E F. A Y E R ,
■•Well, wife,” said he, one day ns ho came
t v M
l
in. “I ve sold Jowler.”— ‘Have you, indeed
Dealer in
of all descriptions.
aiJ she, brightening up at the good news.—
“I’m very glad of it. How much did you
FASHIONABLE MILLENERY LOCKING GLASSES, M4 TTBESSES,
sell him for, my dear ?—“ Ten pounds.” ---PICTURE FRAMES, FEATHERS,
Ten pouuds ! That will buy us a good cow.
------ AND------C H A M B E R
SETTS»
Bjt where’s the money my love ? ” —“Money “? ’
aid Scroggins, ‘ money ! I didn't get any
ERHiEilliilV,
soaey! 1 took two puppies at five pounds
154 A 156 Middle, Corner of Cross Street,
The Nigara Falls Gazette of Friday morn»piece.”
ug says, “M Blondin performed one of the
PORTLAND.
33
just daring feats on rechord yesterday af¡eraoan. 41ith several others he was enD A V IS & B R A D L E Y ,
pged in putting accross the large cable upa which he was to cross the river. The end
General Commission Merchants,
ofthe cable was fastened to the end of the 7-8
AND DEALERS IN
inch rope (already accross) on the American
tile aud machinery attached to the other end
c o r n ,
sf the latter on the Canada side— the small
O
A
T
S
,
S
H
O
R
T
S
AND F E E D ,
rope was used to draw the large one over.—
ifuen the large cable had been drawn with No. 87 Commercial St., Head Portland Piei,
in 200 feet of the bank it was feared the
PORTLAND, ME.
small rope would not prove strong enough
6m33 ROBERT B R A D L E Y ,
ALLEN D AVIS.
to take it to land. Had the rope broken all
the previous labor in getting the first one
C H A R L E S E. J O S E ,
accross would have beed thrown away. In
this dilemma M. Blondin attached a cord to
Importer of
hisbody and went out on the small rope the
distance above nained, and after attaching
A
another to the cable, descended on a slack
rope to the top of a tree which grows from
And
dealer
in
near the water’s edge. All this was done
with the agility of a squirrel and with no
P A P E R IIANGUG«,
apparent fear. The cable was thei landed
Solar
Lamps,
Britannia Ware, <§-c.,
ml made secure.
The performance is
thought by those who saw it to be fully as
A56 & AGO Pore, foot of Exchange Street,
difficult, and attended with quite as much
33
PORTLAND, ME.
6m
danger, as to walk accross on the large cable.

•J. \V. MANSFIELD,

BRIDGTON PRICES CURRENT.

Wholesale and Retail
Round Ilogs, 7 to 3
Flour, $3 to It) 50
Corn,
$1 10
Kyc,
1 00
Oats,
50
Beef, 5 00 to 700
Pork,
8 to 1U
Hams,
8 to 10
Shoulders,
7 to 8
Bacon chaps, 5 to 6
Butter,
15 to 17
Cheese,
8 to 12
Eggs,
12
Hay, $10 to 13 00

Saddle, Harness, Trunk, Valise,

Woolskins, 40 to $1
— AND-*
Beans, 1 33 to 1 50
Apples, bus, 40 to $1 CARPET BAG MANUFACTORY,
Apples, bl, $2 to 3 00
No. 174 Middle St., opposite C. S. Hotel,
Dried Apples, 5 to 8
Turkeys,
8 to 10
tf
PORTLAND, ME.
33
Chickens,
8 to 10
Wood, 1 50 to 2 001 J
&
D . jM I L X Æ R ,
Bark,
4 25
Northern Clover, 15
COM M ISSION 31ER CHANTS,
lied Top, $1 to 1 25
And Dealers in
Herds Grass, $3 25
Potatoes,
30 to 35
Wool,
30 to 35 Floui’ j Oatsi Shorts & Feed,

Commercial Street, Head of Portland Pier
DR. WI STAR'S BALSAM OF W ILD
N. J M ILLER, JK.
CHERRY.
PORTLAND, ME.
I). W. M ILLER.
The editor of the '‘Flag o f Our Union"
32 6 m.
says in his paper Of July 17, 1S53 :—“ The
I memory of Dr. Wistar is embalmed in the
CENTER & MOULTON,
; Marts of thousands who have experienced
I entire cure form Coughs, Colds, Consumption
w h olesale
-nd Pulmonary Disease generally by the use
Croeers A Provision Dealers,
of his Balsam. The invalid need not fear to
No. 81 Commercial Street,
i give this preparation a careful trial, as we
ipeak from experience. More than ten years
(Uead Custom House Wharf.)
' since the editor of this paper tested its excel- i . h . c e n t e r ,
)
p oR T L VN D
.M E
j fence by individual trial in his family, with o. M- m o u l t o n .
j
' ’
themost surprising results, as curative for
H I S T O R Y A N D D E S C R IP T IO N
pulmonary disease.”
L e t t e r f r o m E l d e r H . L . G i l m a n , a minÄ T e w E n g la n d ,
: istcr of'the Gospel in Vermont:—
G l o v e r , V t ., J u n e 20, 1 8 5 9 .
GENERAL AND LOCAL,
Messrs. S. W. F o w l e r & Co.,—
[
• (huts,—I hereby certify that I have been By A. J. C o o l i d g e and J. B. M a n s f i e l d ,
troubled for several years with a dilliculty of
In two volumes, Royal Octavo, 2100 pp.
! the h e a rt a n d lu n g s , a n d h a v e a p p l i e d t o s e v 
eral, p h y s ic a n s f o r h e l p , a u d h a v e t r i e d a lV O L U M E I.
m•
ost- »very
„ ,
.
.Maine,
..
..
„Hampshire
, . and, ,- 3 -remedy
J of the numerous
. ...
-ones_ Embracing
New
\erwhich h a v e d e e n r e c o m m e n d e d w it h o u t r c
mont, 1050 pp.
ceiving any a s s i s t a n c e ; b u t h a d b e e n g r o w ing w e a k e r a n d w e a a e r , u n t i l h e a r i n g o f
N O W R E A D A’ .
Wistar s Balsam o f Wild Cherry a b o u t a y e a r
*ince, 1 c o m m e n c e d u s i n g i t w i t h im m e d i a t e
q he histories of more than eight hundred
relief. It has not only restored my lungs to
^ flfty towns'are contained in this volume,
a sound state, but I am entirely relieved oil
J
. . . . . .
•u. diUicuUy or disease
...
. . . the
i . , jheart.
__ . iI ihave
...... i eachiu.i'imrm<r
occupyingsnace
spaceaccoruinir
accordingtotoits
itslmoorimpor
the
of
no hesitation in saying that it is the lest lung tance, varying from one-fourtli cf a page to
medicine before the public, and I most cheer ten pages. No town or plantation, however
fully aud conscientiously recommend it to
all persons suffering wiih pulmonary com unimportant, has been left out. The work
is embellished with upwards of
plaints.
H. L. Gilman.
Prepared, by Seth W. Fowli & Go., Bos
ton, and for sale by S. M. Hayden, Bridgton ; Eighty Finely Executed Engravings !
J. D. Freeman, No. Kridgton; E. R. Staples,
So. Bridgton ; F S. Chandler, Bethel; G. dc consisting principally of cities, villages and
0. H. Mason, Bethel llill; tjilas Blake, Har places which are particularly interesting on
rison J. Hanson So. WiDdham; George account of their Historical Associations, such
W. Davis, Windham Hill; and by dealers as the ruins of Ancient Pemaquid, the lortifieverywhere.
.
4w34
cations along the Kennebec,—Battle fields
where the French, with their Indian allies,
31 A R R I A G B S .
were wont to meet the English in deadly con
flict. The value of the work is farther en
la North Bridgton, June 25th, by Rev. E.
S. Palmer, Mr. Stephen Patrick of Chelsea, hanced by a carefully drawn and handsome
Mass, to Miss Clara, daughter of Capt. John ly engraved and colored Township Map o f
P. Potter of N. Bridgton
each o f the States.
In Bangor, June 4th, Mr. Charles F. Smith
Sold only by subscription. Agents Wanted.
of Charlestown, Mass., to Miss Lois B. young
AUSTIN COOLIDGE, 89 Court st., Boston.
est daughter ol Mr. Samuel Emery of B.
A. T. NOYES, Agent,
64 Pleasant St. Portland.
32

L xlciliori, Center and Card Tables
BEDSTEADS, of the latest and most im
proved style, with Spring Bottoms.
ALSO, READY-MADE COFFIN'S.
PICTURE FRAMES MADE TO ORDER.
L O O K IN G - G LASSES REFAIRED.
NORTH BRIDGTON, ME.

BLACKSMITHING !

F

SPRING & SUMMEE

Spring and Summer

l i U

t l i e r

B

a

i l l i n

Every way suitable for the season.

g

H

s

Such as

of every kind.

LADIES

SHAWLS, PARASOLS, GLOVES,

Skeleton Skirts,
in a word, every conceivable article used in
making tip

--------AND TO--------

CALF
m b .»

BO O TS
y Doeskin3’
B
.? FT
Cassimeres,

— AND W IT II-

Ready-Made Clothing,

all kinds.

|All of which they will sell by Pattern, or
make them up into garments of the most approved style and
II' A R R E N T

C S a o a p a s U s u a l.

In the tip of fashion. It is useless, perhaps,
DIXEY STONE & SON.
to make a minute specification of what can
Bridgton, May 17, 1859.
P. S. “ Don't forget to call.”
28 4w be had at my Store. I shall keep on hand
the best of

Millinery and Dress .Making !
__

Um\(L MQJ Q M M

Bonnets, Hats, Ribbons and FlowersAls6—A good assortment of

FLOUR

AND

filin g s .

innv d ,

O vA cts I n tna Vine o i b u s in e s s a r e
ly s o lic ite d .

iin.tr © B i s .,

Oils, Hardware,

C R O C K E R Y ,

whereupon, govern yourselves accordingly
Don’ t forget.
291f
A. & R. II. DAVIS.

Millinery Establishment

Loads, Varnish, Japan & Spirits.
N E A T S

r e s p e c t fu l

and

Short Sixpence is better than (he
Long Shilling:,

Lamp Oils Fluid & Campliene,

JOB PLAINING AND SAWING
done at call.
B R ID G T O N CENTER.
1

Paints

A. & R. H. DAVIS would say to their
former patrons and the public, that they will
endeavor, so far as price and quality is con;
cerned, to make it for their interest to buy.
To cash buyers, one word. After twelve
years experience, we have come to the con
clusion that the

C R O C K E R Y,

Mourning Goods and Burial Shrouds,

Manufacturer of

Choice Family Groceries,

Iron and Steel, Grindstones and F ix 
tures.

FISH,

TRIMMINGS,

E m b r o id e r ie s , G lo v e s , H o s ie r y , & c ,

.

TO F I T -

G R O C E R IE S ,

D . E . & M . E. B A R K E R
Have just received a NEW STOCK of

a

THEM

A full and complete stock of

PAINTER, GLAZIER. PA PE R -H A N G 
ER, AN D GRAINED.

C
i h m
n o .MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME

Broadcloths, •
Gents’ Summer Ragland

all of which we will sell

f.

o o l e n i a ,

b*# ** w

We too have on hand a new stock of

generally. All work in liisline promptly at
tended to.
Bridgtan Center, Nov. 12,'1S53

FILES & EMERY,

*W

CHILDREN'3 BOOTS AND SHOE?.

general

Woolens and Summer Stuffs,

D o o r u , S a s i)

G O O D S,

Also a large stock of

Including the latest Styles of

FANS A N D F A N C Y C O O L S !

S T B E I* W 0 B K ,

Wholesale and Retail dealers in

-----AND-----

F A N C Y

\

H o r s e S lio c in g ,
Carriage and Sleigh Ironing.
M A C II I fl E F O R G I N G ,

Boots, Shoes, H osiery, Fans,

IÒ M M

Mitts, Gloves, and Hosiery,

DRESS

,

GLOVES,

We have also a good Gentleman oan be accommodated with the
best of

I we have a large stock.
j
Dciiicbtics of

vis

L a d ie s D r e s s Goods

SH A W L S, PARASOLS,
f.

ii. D a

Comprising ail the varieties of

Beat quality of

KID

. & it

AVE just received a large and varied as
sortment of Goods for

Spring and Summer tTear.

Brown & Eleacfeed lotions,

White and Figured Eriliianie,
Robe A’ Quilles,
Pcil Fc Chcvrcs,
Tanjore Lustres,
French Mohairs,
Ducal Plaids,“
Ginghams,
Valencias,
Muslins,
Lawns,
Tissues,
Prints,
of all k iuds, Ac., Ac
assortment of

«Sì

w a

May be found at

—OF—

constantly on hand or made to ordvr.
C. BURNHAM would inform the people
WOODEN
W A R E ,
• of Bridgton and vicinity that he is preBONNETS BLEACHED AND PRESSED.
pared to do at his Shop all varieties of blackRooms under Temperance Hall,
smithing. He will give especial attention to
26
BRIDGTON, Me.
tf
N AILS, AN D W IN D O W GLASS,

F O O T

B O Y S ’
DAY 3t

O I L !

G U N S .

M A R T IN ’S BLA CK IN G .

M R S . L. E. G R I S W O L D ,
AVING taken a New Store on the Hill,
and having made additions to her

R

S tock o f (ÖC0Ö5,
I
j bhe is now prepared to furnish her customers
j
with any article that appertains to the

Shop in the Pest Office Building,
’ G E R M A N
C O L O G N E !
FURS!
F U R S !*. F U R S !
Bridgton Center, March 10, 1859.
18
Millinery Business,
The best assortment of Foreign and Do
Iu a word, everything within the circle of real
mestic Furs ever offered in this market. This BOOKS, STATIONERY, &c.
such as the newest styles of
•
or
imaginary
wants
of
things
purchasable.
is entirely a new house, and thus avoiding
S. M. H A Y D E N ,
the lisk of getting old Furs- All of our Fur
j B O N N E T S , H A T S , R IB B O N S ,
LUTIIER BILLINGS.
Goods are iresh made and selected from the
Keeps constantly on hand for sale,
DRESS TRIMMINGS, &e.
besthouses in New York
B. M. G. Files,
F. C. Emery. 2 ly
Bridgton Center, May 25, 1859.

Brushes !

iir&tns g

Brushes !

NO. 9 MARKET SQUARE,
PO R TLAN D , M E,
Manufacturer and Wholesale dealer in

13 H

U

Fi I Ï E

® (S)

Si

S ,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Having made decided improvements in liis
Brushes, he would offer to Dealers better goods
for the same money than can be bought of
any other manufacturer iu New England.
0 ^ " Machine Brushes made to order at
short notice.
april 1. 3m21
D R . J. II. I 1E AL D,

J

P

¡m s s i i m

3 35 82 3

&

.

Harnesses. Carriage Trimmings, Ilaltcrs, Sur
cingles, Bridles, Horse Blankets, Whips, Ac,
constantly on hand and for sale.
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, 1858.
* ly l

J. H KIMBALL, M. D.
P H Y S IC IA N AND SURGEON,
BRID G TO N

CENTER, ME.

ifice, resi lence at the late Dr. Blake’s house

s7 h 7 h a kmoT7~~
Attorney & Counsellor at Law,
BRIDGTON, MAINE.

1

(

B

Flllim, EEDSTM
BS,

P

Family Groceries,

&

Done at reasonable prices.

~ CENTS CHALLY DE LAINES for 15
cents, at BILLINGS’ .
S2 [ BONNETS BLEACHED AND PRESSED.
Rooms nearly opposite L. Billings’ Store.
— ALSO—
Bridgton Center, June 10, 1859.
tfol
Skeleton Skirts!
DRU GS, PATENT
M E D IC IN E S ,
UST received a fresh lot of best quality
HAIR DYE, AND PERFUMERY.
J. F. Sc J. D. W OODBURY^
Skeleton Skh'ts, at
Pure Winc3 and Liquors for Sacremcntal
May 24, ’59.
BILLINGS S.
Manufacturers
Medicinal and Mechanical purposes only.
ALM LEAF FAN'S, at
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, lb58.
1
29
BILLINGS’
K
íJpOWEL?. Royal Turkish Bathing TowF IR E IN S U R A N C E .
els, at
BILL1XU3’
J O B B IjS r a
tt ^HE attention of the citizens of Bridgton
ORK. New England packed clear Pork, attended to with promptness and dispatch.
.L and vicinity is invited to the
29
at-BILLING
B5*”-P!ease give ns a call. .^£1]
B elkn ap Cot n ty M . F . Insurance Co., J HAULS. Stilla Shawls, at
Shop next door to Adams & Walker’s Store
as one of the safest and most reliable Compa >
29
BILLINGS’ .
B R ID G 2 ON CEN TER.
1
nies doing business in this State.
TUe fact that the assessments in the “ Far- j ; ) OX RASINS at 12J cts. per lb., at
BILLINGS.’
mors Class” for the last ten years, have
8 1 ,5 0
been less thaD 3 1-3 per cent per annum, and4 E i AMC RASINS at 10 cents per lb , at
EN’ S BROGANS for $1,25, at
in the “ General Class” less than 7 per cent * V_2
BILLINGS.’
32
BILLINGS
proves it to be one of the cheapest.
Applications received by
CONGRESS
HEEL
GAITETS
Cheap
W. H. POWERS, Agent.
Scythes !
5
at BILLING S.
Bridgton, April 14, 1868.
ly 23
-j /\ DOZEN, Kimball’s celebrated GRASS
i lUtSCYTHES, for sale by the dozen or sin
gle cheap, by A. & R. H. DAVIS.
31
E. T. S T U A R T ,
R E U B E H B A L L
JU LEPS
LEP3 constantly
constant] oahand for sale a good
POSTERS AND HANDBILLS
assortment of
1
RINTED at the Reporter Office with new
1 1
and showy type, at fair living prices.

No. 175 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
TTAY1N G learned all the best methods oft
JLJL setting Teeth in this Country and -Eu
rope, is now prepared to set Teeth in a great
variety of ways, either American, French or
English style, at such prices, that all persons
can have good substantial Teeth at prices to
suit them.
For best Gnm Teeth, on fine Gold, per set,
S30 to $50; best partial sets^on Gold, per
Tooth, from 3 to $5; best Gum Teeth on Sil
ver, a set 15 to $20; partial sets on Silver,
from 1 to $ 2 ; sets Cheoplastic style, $ 10;1such as Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Molasses, Aptemporary sets, from 7 to $10 ; filling with j
pies. Potatoes, Butter and Cheese,
Gold, per Tooth, 75 cts. to SI 50; filling with
_also__
Tin Foil, 50 cts.; filling with French Amal____
_
. "
,------gam, 75 cents.
M LijZ I A U W N* = 0 ? S 3
Dr. H having practiced in this City fifteen of differeEt kinds—in a word, most every
year?, will be happy to give those Dot ac- •
. ..
..
quainted the best of reference, by calling a£ thing for family consumption,
uis Office.
'
’
1 ly
!
Farmers’ Produce taken in exchange
for Goods.
T
T1 W T 7 TYITT?
Purchasers will find if for their interest to
call.
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12, 1853.
1

B

llillinery Work

Challic Do Laines.

Jewelry, and Cutlery,

X) . W H I T E ,

TK INA WHITE POLISH, A superiorarJ tide for Parlor finish, for sale bv
WILSON & BURGESS,
Iw25
‘ 63 Commercial s t , Portland.
rn \ *i v p r r t » n » v n n w p h f v f
, Î 7 L I u r P ,ifn n f r i
u
Fire Crackers.
by .he Barrel
G. n, fir sale by
TATURAL LEA F TOBACCO, for smok- , „
1A A BOXES No. 1 Gold Cross Fire Crack» r* ' IL UN &
IvUers, at PEARSON’S, Federal street, TN ing, at extraordinary low prices,^
4w2
63 Commercial st., Portland.
Portland.
32
HAVE v q p GOT A BAD COUGH ?
Manu T F SO. you had better bny a Box of
O R E S T C IT Y AV H IT E L E A D
CTTER POTS. Y ou can'get Butter
X BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES, for
tured for, and for sale by
Poia from 2 to 6 gallons from 42 to 87
they will give you instant relief. For sale at
WILSON <fc BURGESS,
according to size, at
HANSON’S.
[7]
HAYDEN'S.
4w25
€3 Commercial st., Portland
Call and see them
33

B

A Xcw anil Aire Assortment

C r O D D S ,

- Capt. Smith, which plies daily between this
GARMENTS V V A K k A ^ D TO FIT,
Village and
and done with all reasonable despatch.
“ FOW LER'S ISLAND H O U SE!”
EC?" Shop just below Odd Fellows’ Hall.
Fare 25 cents both ways.
ALL ABOARD !
HTp* Dinners furnished at short notice, in
Heheeded not reviling tones,
P E T E R M cG E E .
which the proprietor will consult taste as well
Vorsoldhis heart to idle moans,
Bridgton Center, June 10, 1350
31tf
Tkoagh cursed, and scorned, and bruised as appetite.
Bridgton, June 23,1859.
33tf
with stones:
THE GREAT MOVING MIRROR

Change of Programme

S T O C K

just received, opened, and now of N E W
GOODS!
fer for sale a
HAVE

consisting in part, of

Thicb did accomplish thetr desire,
, 3jre and forebore, and did not lire,
like Stephen, an unquenched fire.

CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE REPORTER.

T IN E

DiXEY STONE, & SON,

If in getting up a GARMENT yen wish to
have it combine the two desirable qualities',

tho, rowing hard agrinst the stream*
iecs distant gates ot Eden gleam,
Ijui
did not dream it was a dream ;

jit looking upward full of grace,
Heprayed, ami from a happy (dace
Sod's glory smote him the face
—[T ennyson.

A

— OF—

Strong and Handsome.

I¡cannot hide that some have striven,
Achieving calm, to whom was rriven
Aidjoy that mixes man with Heaven :

Sat beared by secret transpoarts led,
£ren the charnels of the dead,
fie murmur of the fountain head—

NEW GOODS.

D O N E TO O R D E R !

M

C

MIE€H

T TAIME P

JX thepublic to his choice stock of
iiFOildclOtllS, t USSilDOrCS,

Tiincj

Docbkins, r.ntl Testings,

Northern Corn I
4 A A BUSHELSwprime Northern Corn, for
; f UU sale by a . &it. u. davis.
31

whic?i he is prepared to manufacture in a
.
CIRCULARS
style and manner calculated to compare fa- j
^ne an<^ common Paper, for Businesn
vorably with the best. Also on hand a choice :
Legal Notices, cheaply and exped:
tiously printed at the Reporter Office.
assortment of

F U R N I S H I N G

Maple Syrup !

G O O D S

R. & R. H. DAVIS’
Customers wishing a good article of Cloth- 1FOR SALE AT
ing made to fit in the newest and best style, [ ----PROGRAMMES
AND
TICKETS.
will find this place a desirable one to leave
I nPHE Bridgton Reporter Office h»3 facilities
F. D. H A N S O N,
tbeir orders.
I X for furnishing Programmes and Tickets
Dealer in all sorts of
READY MADE CLOTHING j for.Concerts, Ac., at lew prices.
A’ so for sale at STUART’S.
BUSINESS CARDS,
g r o c e r i e s ; .
Terms, P o s i t i v e l y C a s h .
1)R IN TED at this office in an expeditions
t e a , COFFEE. MOLASSES, SUGAR.
Bridgton Center
1
X and satisfactory manner. S. H. NOYES.
M
E
A
T
S
TOWN AND SCHOOL REPORTS,
THOMAS P. CLEAVES,
Bought and sold at all times on favorable
1 ) HINTED on new and beautiful type, and
te rm s .
Counsellor
&
Attorney
at
Law,
fU promptly delivered to order, at as lowF. D H anson also keeps on ban ! for sale
rates as will afford a living profit.
a superior article of
BROWNFIELD, ME.
S. ii. NOYEi~en C O L E I
9
Will attend Courts in Oxford and Cumber
ADDRESS
AND
MARRIAGE
CARDS
made from selected wheat, ground and pat land Counties.
29
~VJ EATLY executed at very low prices, on
up at the feaccarappa Mills.
Cash paid for Hides, Calf and Wool Skins,
l_x new type at the Reporter office.
ENOCH KNIGH T,
Bridgton Center,
9
JOB PRINTING OF ALL KINDS,
FOK SALE,
ATTO R N E Y A T LAW,
i N ONE in the best style, and at the lowest
BLACKSMITH'S SHOP, and Fixtnres
1 f prices, at the Reporter office. Send in
together with nice acres of land. This*
BRIDGTON, ME.
your orders and they will be attended t.<
shop and land >s situated about one mile from
promptly.
S: Ii. NOYES.
O m en —Over N. Cleaves’s Store.
Bridgton Center, on the main road to Fryebura, and is a good location for business.
AKES. Two ¿owed Rakes,* 15 cent?,
. H O L iiiC E H IL L IN G S ,
Part of the land is under a good state of
Ihre9
“
“
20 cent.*,
cultivation. For farther particulars refer to
33
at HANSON’S.
GEORGE PERRY, on the premises
r p T T ' /A J
Bridgton. March 10, 1S59.
28
— AND JiEJifZR IN—
- CHESTS Carrington Extra fine Olcng
T1nilCO-kPPDPTS T ftk p N o t i c e
O
Tea,
an
culm
Article, for loots, per ib.
H I D E S , L E A T H E R AN D O IL ,
UOUSC K e e p e r s i d h .e A U l t a
Also, o Chests Qiong Ning YonS, extr^
TU ST received a lot of E N A ^I E L | » i No 66 Elm, and 18 and 20 Frit nI
fine »'•'.I''nr. •i>n i.-w prjoe of 35 cen’ « at
BILLING’S.
t f KETTLES, at
'
J. D. HANSON
BOSTON/
- ' ’ ll
13
Etldgtoc, March 10, 1359

V

R

Commission itlcvcljant,

»-t -t-.-a»

SELECTED MISCELLANY.

N O T IC E .

“ THE MONKEY AND THE MOTHER.”
The question once was put,
In accent seemlpg mild.
Which is the most endearing pet,
A monkey or a child ?
The child may. have a soul:
What need we care for that,
If with this pearl, the urchin is
A mother’ s teasing brat ?
The monkey scampers round,
And gambols at your feet;
Its paws coma tugging at your lap,
And then it is so sw eet!
It skips upon the floor ;
Jumps up upon the chair ;
And never leaves a sped o f dirt
To show it has been there.

He teases noon and n igh t;
He prattles every hour Not so the monkey—it is dumb,
And has no talking power.
Should each one go astray—
The child and monkey pet—
For which would she, while both were
gone.
Express the most regret ?
We would not dare to guess,
But give this worn-out toa st;
A woman always mourns the loss
Of that she love3 the m ost!
— [Home Journal.

A . P. O S B O R N E ,

. ù 'i û - i i i i ï ) b Ü O E S .

Portland Kerosene Oil Company
194 F o r e >St,, P o r tla n d , M e .,
RE erecting Works at Cape Elizabeth,
A
I I . for manulacturing

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

AW - X : G O O D S ,
C H O IC E

K E R O S E N E O ILS,
and will bo ready to supply the trade of
Maine early in August next.
Parties in this State, wishing now to en
gage regularly in the trade, will be supplied
byus with Oils from the BOSION KERO
SENE OIL CO.,
AX TH EIR BOSTON PRICES,
fTMIE subscriber would respectfully inform
until we are ready to deliver our own man X the readers of the “ Reporter” that he
ufacture.
S. It- I I11LBRH-N)
has now on hand a large and well selected
Selling Agent and Treasurer.
stock of custom made
Portland, May 27, 1859.
______3m23

B o o ts

Not so the darling boy—
He puts his greasy hands
And sticky fingers everywhere,
And seorns the maid's commands.
lie needs a mother’s care
Each moment of the day ;
Besides her mind is pestered with
His ceasless romp and play.

II.

1!. HAY & CO.

Wholesale dealers in

Drugs, Medicines, & Chemicals,

g r e a t

An Irishman angling in the rain was ob
served to keep his lino under the arch of a
bridge. Upon being asked the reason, he re
plied, “ To be sure, the fishes will be crowd
ing there to keep out of the wet.”
One hundred able-bodied lawyers are wan
ted in Minnesota, to break prairie land, split
rails, an 1 cord wood. Eastern and southern
papers please copy— [St. Paul Pioneer.
Man passes his life in reasoning on the
past, in complaining of the present, and in
trembling for the future.

W
W.

BLANCHARD,

French & American Soft Hats.
LATEST Styles SILK DRESS HATS,
B L A C K D R A B A N D P E A R L CASHM E R E H ATS.
FUR, PLUSH, CLOTH & GLAZED CAPS,

Youth's &nd Children's Fancy Hals and Caps.
FOX BLO CK, 75 MIDDLE STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
3 ly

Cil A S .

It.

MILL!

KEN

— W HOLESALE—

PROVISION BEA LE fi,
19 Commercial Street, head o f Long Wharf,
____ ________ PORTLAND, ME.
31y
THE BEST PLACE IN PORTLAND
TO BUY

Dealers in

B oots, Shoes

— AND—

FURNISHING

GOODS!

Js No. 133 M iddle Street,
At the Store formerly occupied by

-A .J P . S T I N S O N .
n5J

Please call and see for yourselves,

[ly

M. G. PALMER dr CO.
J O B B E R S OF

Straw Goods, Bonnet Ribbons,

FRENCH&AMERICANFLOWERS
SILKS, SATINS, BLONDE, RUCIIE,
FRAMES, AND CROWNS,
144 M ID D L E S T R E E T ,
Moses G. Palmer,
1
John E. Palmer,
>PORTLAND, ME.
Randolph C. Thomas,)
2 ly

JOHN W. PERKINS, & Co., .
W H O L E S A L E D E A L E R S IN

i i y s i , M o m , ©bili,
w&a sasass, ôirse,
CAMPHENE AND

and

R u b Der s,

CHEAP FOR CASH.
No. 119 Middle Street, Portland, Me

31

ROBERT I. ROBISON,

CUI.LEY

B. C L E A V E S & SON,
Where may be found a good assortment;

CHAU

Cast Iron Parlor Stoves,

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

X O W
F O n «U A 8 II
No 17, Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

■XT'OU can do double the work with one!
.1 the wood, and .will last twice as ]
making it worth four times ns much as
other Stove and does not cost any dm;
This Stove is kept constantly on lmnd by

í Term s. 0 >
open and close front.
A IR T IG H T , PARLOR OVEN ANDl VAN< ^ ’ ° nt
I«he year.
Terms of
1K

C. CHAPMAN,

F IR E FRAMES, CAULDRON KETH$ineS' 0,ie inS
__ *
,
_
•*«1:00 ; 3 montl
P u m ps, Sheet Lead, Z in c, Tin
car $G:00 ; 1-4
and other things too numerous to menl 30:00 ; one cc
All kinds of JOB WORK
05*“ A ll lett
short notice.
C
N. B. Country Produce taken in cx( P u b lis h e r .
p u b lic a t io n sh
Bridgton Center
ame o f t h e a

— DEALER IN—

NO. 33 COMMERCIAL STREET,

Pondicherry Houst

(HEAD OF FRANKLIN WHARF.)

JOB PRINT
THE subscriber would infoi
fon:
friends and Hie public that k heapness am
j its 6 Viil, ready to entertain, at the a;..
A. & K. O, CONANT,
Li ?i Iitili House, travellers in a gi?oo4 ~
From
substantial manner, and fori
sonable compensation.
The Pondici
A SPI
House is kept on strictly temperance pt
and dealers in
pies, and travellers will find it a quiet res
place. My House is also fitted up for ta Some dozen
S 3
u p
ing, and all who see fit to take board
me, will find a comfortable home.
153, Commercial Street. Portland, Ale.
1 have also, good Stabling for Ibing : ch angiuj
AL YAH CONANT,
R. O. CONANT. 20
MA^ SYUw BACV or another,alv
Bridgton Center, Nov. 19, 1858.
2
__________ ________ :_________ i j i n d so fa ir a j
PORTLAND, ME.

3 ly

Wholesale Grocers,

F a n a y D r y G o o d s , Paris S tage
TR IM M IN G S, & C
13 Clapp's Block, PORTLAND, ME I171y 1^ rthe Bridgton Horse Daily, at 7$
_____
______________ |______ | A . M , passing through North Bridg
rison, and Norway, connecting Y t
WILLIAM! A* PEARCE, Plumber, Paris with the Cars for Portland,
rive in Portland at 2 o’clock. P. M.
MAKER OF
FORCE PUMPS, AND WATER CLOSETS, ng, leaves South Paris on arrival
the 14 o’ clock P. M. train from Por
No. 124, Exchange Street, Portland, Me. j arrives in Bridgton at 7 o’ clock, F
Warm, Cold, and Shower Baths. Wash Bowls,
The above Stage runs to Frybo
Brass, and Silver Plated Cocke.
days, Wednesdays, and Fridays
Every description of W a t e r F i x t u r e for lucdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
Dwelling Houses, Hotels, and Public BuildDown tickets tc be had of the D
ings, Ships, etc., arranged and set up in the tickets for Harrison, Bridgton and
best manner, and all orders in town or cou n-, f °Bl at the Grand 'I ruuk Depot, Po:
try faithfully executed. All kinds of jobbing
^
J*
FOWLER,
promptly attended to.
4 ly

nexhaustible 1
hat fertile con
ry elem ent of
nlam l, hill an
and excels ir
urved rivers,
aged banks ab<
ich meadows sj
they broadei
lose o f m y tou
Together with n full assortment of
,ouse, n ear a t
Knglisli and American farpeiings
retful at the I
------LATEST stvi .es-----of every description.
Also, a large and In Velvets, Brussels, Three-Plys, Tapestry,
A D A M S & W A L K E bould er m y ki
carefully selected stock of
W M . lì .
w 0 O I) ,
rset, near a
Ingrain, Superfine and Stair !
Manufacturers, Wholesale A Retail de;
Drugs, Medicines, D ye Stuffs, and
liioh. county,
JtOil, ï I ’ î ANjÏ s M ON E? BROKER, I
S
|a tree w ithin s
PATENT
ME D IV IN E S
all widths.
of all kinds ; which, they oftev as low us S T R A W M A T T I N G S , R U G S , M A T S , & C . Dealer in Land W a rra n ts.;
t was m y lot
they can be procured In New York or Boston
o t a\\ de Tlptions
row n ou t a 1
Gold
Bordered
Window
Shades
and
Fixtures,
* * * Dealers will find it to their advantage
LOOKING GLASSES, FEATHER
Drapery Materials of Damasks and Afus00m there, bu
to call before purchasing elsewhere.
Stock
i
o
f
every
descript
ioti
lioit.yhl
tins,FenMRtrs and Mattrasses, Bought
Mattresses, Carpetin
as certa in ly,
63 COMMERCIAL STREET,
and Sold:
at Reduced Rates and will be
Near the Grand Trunk Depot, and opposite
sold very Cheap fo r Cash,
difference bci
E X C II \ N G K S T R : E T ,
the Cape Elizabeth Ferrywny.
hen abode, fre
PORTLAND, ME.
EDWARD II. BURG IN,
1 ly
A L S O , D EALERS IN
17
PORTLAND, Me.
tf
Q
. Q
Q
j 3 g s c o r e o f m iles <
FREE STREET CARPET W A R E HOUSE
D
H
Y
Chambers No. 1 an 1 2 Free Street Block,
UT.pn
( • “ F ÇOUld bO
CROCKERY, C U S S
O ver II. J. L ibby & Co.'s,
edral towers o
y ^BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT
OF
I
P O R T L A N D , A1E.
tf
¡grandly up agi
SILKS, in all Styles, such as
W e s t India Goods,
It is not true
B A YA D E R E ,- FIGURED,
PLAID,
MISS. A. HAMLIN’S'
P A IN T S AND O IL .-.
1
STRIPED
AND
PLAIN.
a tu r e s .pie places
W M , I*. H A S T I N G S ,
J. R A D A M S ,
N
E
V
r
M
ILLIN
ERY
STORE,
BRIDGTON
BODES OF E V E R Y KIND.
C. B W A L K E R ,
that they
. Manufact .rer of
Where may be found a good assortment of
— Also, more o f those—
H
stand
their gc
SER irniN ES, MEE0PIIINES,
D E S I It A R L E B L A C K S I L K S .
R E A D Y M ADE M ILLINERY,
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AY. C. OSBORNE,
for cash only (as his motto is Cash Sales and
small profits)he buys his goods solely for
DISTILLER
AND MANUFACTURER,
Cash, thereby saving G per cent which he is
willing to give his customers the benefit of, All orders for the above to be forwarded to
for the sake of having CASH DOWN.
A. P. OSBORNE, Agent,
His stock is composed in part of Gents
French and American Calf Boots from $2,75 No. 10 Market Square, Porland, Me. Iy32
Burning Fluid and Caniphenc.
$6.25 ; Gents Congress Boots, .Oxford
Pure Wines and Liquors, for Medicinal and
N E W
S T Y li E G O O D S *
Ties, Calf and Thick Boots of all kinds.
Mechanical purposes only.
------KOB-----Also, Boys’ and Youth’s Congress BOOTS
S T A N D A R D FA M IL Y M E D IC IN E S , etc. AND SHOES, at low prices.
SPRING OF 1 8 59 .
Always at lowest market Prices.
LEACH & ROBINSON,
Ladies’ Gaiter Boots.
Junction o f Free and Middle Street.
No. 84 Alici lie Street, ---------Portland,
PORTLAND, ME.
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of all kinds from 75 cents to $2,50.
) ESPECTFULLY inform the Ladies of
MISSES’ AND CHILDRENS’ W E AR
V Portland, and vicinity that they are now
receiving
the latest and newest Styles in
of all varieties at the lowest prices
t o L F Ò lì D c
N. B. Persons from.the country will find
.this the best place in the city to buy such
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Richardson’s, Dunbar’s, Dickson & Co.’s and
Barclay's
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LINENS, HOUSEKEEPING, GOOES, &c
Boston Co. Card Matches,
Damask Table Covers, Napkins, Doylies,
Towels, Diapers, Crash, Kc.
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Broadcloths, Doeskins, Cassimeres, Tweeds
V E S LINGS!!
Which contains at all times a full Stock of \ &c, &c , on the most favorable terms at
very description of LINEN GOODS, of the!
--------AL SO -------best and most desirable Fabrics, viz :
105 FEDERAL ST., 5 DOORS ABOVE Embroideries, Hosiery Gloves, Gauntlets, Dufon
t
s.
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Kid Gloves, bfc.
PORTLAND.
' inen Sheetings Pillow Linens, Fronting Linens, | 32 ELM HOUSE,
■ *
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The stock is new and has been selected with
great care, and comprises an assortment of
DAM ISKS, NAPKI NS, T O W E L S fcr, j
desirable Goods, all of which will be oifered
WILSON & BURGESS,
Also, a fid i Stock o f Cotton Goods at very !
at prices that will prove entirely satisfactory.
Wholesale dealers in
Lo w Prices.
The reconstruction of the store enables us
to
serve our friends and customers with in
OILS, VARNISHl S, creased
PA NT
As our senior partner has had over twenty
facilities and promptness, and we beg
years’ experience in the DRY GOODS BUSI
of all kinds,
to assure the public that we shall endeavor to
NESS, and our facilities for obtaining the l
be
always
prepared to offer Hu m the NEW
BEST GOODS at the lowest prices have been 1Japan, White Lead, French Zinc, P u tty, EST GOODS at the LOWEST PRICES.
Window Glass, Fare French
constantly increasing, we are enabled to offer |
L E A llI tc ROBINSON,
VERDIGRIS IN OIL,
to our customers and the public, the latest
mayG 3m26
84 Middle st., Portland.
NOVELTIES of the season, on their earliest
H. W O O D A C O.’S C O L O R S ,
arrival, and at prices to correspond with the
C 3r
B U R N IN G F L U ID , CAM PH EN E, $c.
times.
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Manufactures,

PORTLAND, ME.
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PALE AND AMBER ALES,

C«3 S l i o o s ,
B A R G A IN S !

American

CHOICE CIGARS AND TOBACCO,

Also, Agent for the Star Brewery, for

IN USE IS THE

For tlie sale of

3 Free Street Block,
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w .
c W t from the best Stock.
ManufucT^Wd

The Best Cook Stott

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

Foreign & Domestic Fruits,

P A I N T S , O ILS, V A R N IS H E S ,
Artists' Materials, Apothecaries' Glass Ware,
Swedish Leeches, Cigars,
MINERAL TEETH, GOLD TOIL, &C

Silki

A newspaper correspondent writes that
while travelling in the south, he attended a
negro prayer meeting, when the sable preach
er offered an humble'prayer for “ de white
element in our population.”

•*£*'*» ñ-Tlg'^iga—3»K

D A V IS , B A X T E R , & CO.,

F A M I L Y G R O C E R IE S ,

IMPORTED ALES, &c.

of all kinds and varieties which he is now
selling at*

V entilation. But few persons, compar
atively know how important pure air is, not
only to the sick, but also to those in health.
It is as necessary as food: and yet how sel
dom the air in the rooms of the sick is chang
ed. They are generally confiued to breathe,
day and night, air which has been exhausted
of the most of its vitality, aud al90 loaded
with impurities, and it is wonderful that
persons so confined ever recover.
When persons are too sick to go out of
their rooms, the air can be purified, not dis
guised, but actually purified, better than bychloride of lime, or any other disinfectant,
by simply taking into the room a coffeeroaster, containing a pound or two of coffee,
and allowing the fumes of -the roasting cof
fee to be diffused through the room. Every
family ought to know that they have always
At hand one of the most powerful disinfect,
ants or purifiers. This remarkable property
we know it to possess from numerous and
various experiments that we have made.—
Of coarse the fresh air from an open window
is infinitely preferable, and should be more
fearlessly allowed to invalids, in thousands
Paper Box ¿Manufactory,
o f cases where they are deprived of it, for the
unnecessary fear of catching cold, which
144 MIDDLE ST. PORTLAND, ME.
plen y of additional clothing would prevent
Texes, of all kinds
N. P. Willis, the charmingly descriptive
manufactured at short notice, AH orders adwriter and editor, states that he attributes dressed to
his recovery to fresh air and out-door exer
CHA'SLES H, JEWELL,
cise, which he takes mostly on horseback. will be promptly attended to.
2 ly
CHAS. H. JEWELL
Of course horseback exercise is not suitable
fur evei-y case, and a physician should be
C. V. BOSWORTH & CO.
consul tad before trying it
SUCCESSORS TO
HI Knowlton <j" Prescott Pro's <j- Co.
The Wife-Machine. A casual expression
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in
sometimes reveals the entire character of the
S T R A W
G O O D S ,
speaker. And the popular estimate of any
thing, movement, or idea is as readily per
1 rcnch & American Flowers,
ceived.
SILKS, RIBBONS,
The papers say “ the best sewing-machine a
man can have in the house is a wife.” Here * AND OTHER MILLINERY GOODS,
Is unwittingly expressed the mechanical af No. 152 Middle S tre e t,---------PORTLAND
25
Manufactory, Upton, Mass.
3m
fairs which many a wife becomes to he r fam
ily through the blight customs of society.—
The sew ing® shirts, the cooking, the washing
from sheer habit— what is it better than veg
etative life ?
When mind animates toil, and sentiment
beautifies it; when love deep-rooted and heal
thy, sancitfies domestic routine, it becoms a
delight.
Then the budding and potatoes
comes to the palate already blessed. The
bread comes hallowed to the table ; and tlje
clean linen blesses the body like the laying
on o f hands.
‘I f you are fortunate in selecting a wife,’ the
papers continue “one that sings while work
ing, and is never so happy as when her hus
bands’ linen is in hand, the sewing-mach
ine maybe pronounced perfect of its kind.”
If you wish the wife a “ perfect machine,”
you have the efficient process—dwarf her
mind, crush her spirit; some husbands know
how this may be done. His careless treat
ment of her in her hqme is making fine
progress in the work.
But if you wish the machine to sing while
working— sing sweetly low and soft, keep
it well oiled with sympathy. Unless -the
wife-machine is a dolt, it will not emit a
cheerful hum while operating, unless con
stantly lubricated with kindness.— [Life IIInstrated.
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Kinder is the looking-glass than the wine
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ourselves only— tho latter to our friends.
Zi\J fine at PEARSON’S.
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